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Foreword

The verbal forms used to express the provisions in this specification are as follows.

— the term “shall” denotes a minimum requirement to conform to the specification;

— the term “should” denotes a recommendation or that which is advised but not required to conform to the specification;

— the term “may” denotes a course of action permissible within the limits of a standard;

— the term “can” is used to express possibility or capability.

Nothing contained in any API publication is to be construed as granting any right, by implication or otherwise, for the 
manufacture, sale, or use of any method, apparatus, or product covered by letters patent. Neither should anything 
contained in the publication be construed as insuring anyone against liability for infringement of letters patent.

This document was produced under API standardization procedures that ensure appropriate notification and participation 
in the developmental process and is designated as an API standard. Questions concerning the interpretation of the 
content of this publication or comments and questions concerning the procedures under which this publication was 
developed should be directed in writing to the Director of Standards, American Petroleum Institute, 200 Massachusetts 
Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20001. Requests for permission to reproduce or translate all or any part of 
the material published herein should also be addressed to the director.

Generally, API standards are reviewed and revised, reaffirmed, or withdrawn at least every five years. A one-time 
extension of up to two years may be added to this review cycle. Status of the publication can be ascertained from 
the API Standards Department, telephone (202) 682-8000. A catalog of API publications and materials is published 
annually by API, 200 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20001.

Suggested revisions are invited and should be submitted to the Standards Department, API, 200 Massachusetts 
Avenue, NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20001, standards@api.org.
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Introduction

These guidelines (recommended practices)—prepared by the IADC Underbalanced Operations (UBO) and Managed 
Pressure Drilling Committee, and consisting of representatives from various IADC member companies—represent a 
composite of the practices employed by various operating companies, service companies, and drilling contractors in 
managed pressure drilling operations. In some cases, a reconciled composite of the various practices employed by 
these companies was used. This publication is under the jurisdiction of the American Petroleum Institute, Drilling and 
Production Operations Subcommittee.

Managed pressure drilling operations are being conducted with full regard for personnel safety, public safety, and 
preservation of the environment in such diverse conditions as urban sites, wilderness areas, ocean platforms, deep-
water sites, very hot barren deserts, and cold-weather areas, including the Arctic environment and wildlife refuges. As 
tools and equipment continually improve and develop, the technology has been applied in many geologic formations, 
including oil and gas reservoirs and on sour wells, thus driving the need for globally accepted standards and safe 
operating best practices.
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Managed Pressure Drilling Operations — Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling with a 
Subsea Blowout Preventer

1 Scope

This document addresses recommended practices for pressurized mud cap drilling (PMCD) from a floating rig 
with a subsea BOP stack. When massive lost circulation conditions are encountered, PMCD can be implemented 
to allow well construction operations to continue:

a) blind drilling (see 4.3.2);

b) continuous annular injection drilling (see 4.3.3);

c) floating mud cap drilling (see 4.3.4).

Although this document only addresses PMCD, most of the equipment described may also be used for the 
surface back-pressure (SBP) method of managed pressure drilling. However, much of the equipment used for 
SBP is not required for PMCD, and will not be covered here.

2 Normative References

The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document. For dated references, 
only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including 
any amendments) applies.

API Standard 2RD, Dynamic Risers for Floating Production Systems

API Recommended Practice 16Q, 1st Edition, Recommended Practice for Design, Selection, Operation, and 
Maintenance of Marine Drilling Riser Systems

3	 Terms,	Definitions,	and	Abbreviations

3.1	 Terms	and	Definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply.

3.1.1
blind drilling
A method where fluid is pumped down the drill string with no returns up the annulus.

3.1.2
common well barrier element
Barrier element that is shared between the primary and secondary barrier envelopes.

3.1.3
continuous annular injection
A method where fluid is continuously pumped down the drill string and the annulus.

3.1.4
equivalent circulating density
ECD
Equivalent circulating density is the effective density of the circulating fluid in the wellbore resulting from the sum 
of the pressure imposed by the static fluid column, friction pressure, and surface back-pressure.

1

The following methods, described briefly, are also used during lost circulation conditions; however, they are 
outside the scope of this document:



3.1.5
floating	mud	cap
A method in which the hydrostatic pressure of a full column of annular fluid is higher than the sum of formation 
pressure and injection friction so that the fluid level remains below the surface.

3.1.6
formation integrity test
FIT
formation competency test
Application of additional pressure by applying a surface pressure on a fluid column to determine the ability of a 
subsurface zone to withstand a planned pressure.

3.1.7
gas-free pressure
The pressure in the annulus with a full column of mud and no gas above the loss zone.

3.1.8
gas migration pressure
The pressure in the annulus after gas has migrated above the loss zone.

3.1.9
gunk
A mixture of diesel oil and bentonite (and possibly cement).

NOTE Gunk pills can be used to form a downhole gelled fluid plug by mixing with a suitable water-based fluid that 
activates the gelation process downhole.

3.1.10
light annular mud
LAM
The drilling fluid used in the annulus in pressurized mud cap drilling, the weight of which requires the use of an 
acceptable annular surface pressure.

3.1.11
leak-off test
LOT
Application of a surface pressure on a fluid column to determine the pressure at which the exposed formation 
accepts drilling fluid.

3.1.12
managed pressure drilling
MPD
An adaptive drilling process used to precisely control the annular pressure profile throughout the wellbore.

3.1.13
pressurized mud cap drilling
PMCD
A process in which the annulus is completely filled to surface with a fluid whose hydrostatic pressure is slightly 
lower than formation pressure and the resulting annulus shut-in surface pressure is the difference between 
formation pressure and the hydrostatic pressure of the annular fluid.

3.1.14
primary well barrier
First well barrier that prevents flow from a source.
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3.1.15
primary well barrier element
The individual equipment items and components that form the primary barrier.

3.1.16
rotating control device
RCD
Drill-through equipment designed to allow the rotation of the drill string and containment of pressure by the use 
of seals or packers that seal against the drill string (drill pipe, casing, etc.).

3.1.17
sacrificial	drill	string	fluid
SAC
The fluid pumped down the drill string and into the formation in pressurized mud cap drilling.

3.1.18
secondary well barrier
Second well barrier that prevents flow from a source.

3.1.19
surface back-pressure
SBP
A managed pressure drilling technique used to actively apply a pressure to obtain a target pressure at a selected 
point in the wellbore during all drilling operations (drilling, connections, tripping, etc.).

3.2 Abbreviations

For the purposes of this document, the following abbreviations apply.

AP annular preventer

ATR above tension ring

BHA bottom-hole assembly

BHP bottom-hole pressure

BLAT BOP landing and assist tool

BOP blowout preventer

BTR below tension ring

DP  dynamic positioned

ECD equivalent circulating density

FIT  formation integrity test

GFP gas-free pressure

HPU  high-pressure unit

HSSE health, safety, security, and environment

ID inner diameter

LAM light annular mud

LCM lost circulation material

LMRP lower marine riser package

LOT leak-off test

LPR lower pipe ram
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LWD logging while drilling

MPD managed pressure drilling

MPR middle pipe ram

MWD measurement while drilling

NRV non-return valve

OD outer diameter

OEM original equipment manufacturer

P&ID process and instrumentation diagram

POOH pull out of hole

PRV pressure relief valve

PWD pressure while drilling

RCD rotating control device

RED riser emergency disconnect

RGH riser gas handling

SBP surface back-pressure

SWL safe working load

SWP safe working pressure

UPR upper pipe ram

UPS uninterruptible power supply

WBE well barrier element

4 Managed Pressure Drilling Overview

4.1 Managed Pressure Drilling Objectives

MPD is an adaptive drilling process used to precisely control the annular pressure profile throughout the wellbore. 
The objectives are to ascertain the downhole pressure environment limits and to manage the annular hydraulic 
pressure profile accordingly. It is the intention of MPD to avoid continuous influx of formation fluids. Any influx 
incidental to the operation shall be safely contained using an appropriate process. The following are aspects of 
MPD operations.

a) The MPD process employs a collection of tools and techniques that can mitigate the risks and costs
associated with drilling wells that have narrow downhole environmental limits, by proactively managing the
annular hydraulic pressure profile.

b) MPD may include control of back-pressure, fluid density, fluid rheology, annular fluid level, circulating friction,
and hole geometry, or combinations thereof.

4.2 Available Managed Pressure Drilling Solutions

MPD can be divided into the following categories depending on how the open-hole pressure is controlled and 
managed:

a) annular friction—systems allowing for constant circulation during drill pipe connections, thereby using
annular friction to maintain constant bottom-hole pressure;
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b) surface pressure—systems manipulating annular pressure at surface to control and manage downhole
pressures;

c) delta energy—systems where energy is added to manipulate the wellbore pressure by the use of equipment
within the wellbore.

d) hydrostatic pressure—systems creating a non-uniform hydrostatic profile;

e) pressurized mud cap—systems used to drill without returns with an annulus fluid column assisted by surface
pressure.

4.3 Mud Cap Drilling Methods

4.3.1 General

The term “mud cap drilling” is often used to describe drilling methods where there are no returns to surface. 
Sections 4.3.2 through 4.3.5 comprise a partial list of some of the more common methods that are sometimes 
referred to as mud cap drilling.

4.3.2 Blind Drilling

Blind drilling is a drilling method in which fluid is pumped down the drill string with no returns up the annulus. 
Little, if any, fluid is pumped down the annulus. It is called blind drilling because there is no way to reliably 
ascertain the precise downhole conditions unless or until returns come to surface.

EXAMPLE  Drilling is continued after a total loss of returns. It is called “blind” because no effort is made to keep the 
annulus full or to maintain contact with or even monitor the fluid level in the annulus. This means there is no way to detect 
an influx from the formation until either gas migrates through the annular fluid and reaches the surface, or enough influx 
occurs to lighten the total annular column to the point that the well can flow to the surface. Blind drilling is primarily 
employed in situations where total losses make it impossible to circulate any fluid to the surface, and there are no 
productive formations exposed to the wellbore.

This method is not covered by this document.

4.3.3 Continuous Annular Injection

Continuous annular injection is a drilling method in which fluid is pumped down the drill string, as well as the 
annulus, continuously.

EXAMPLE   Fluid is pumped down the drill string to clean and cool the bit and operate the motor, MWD, etc., and additional 
fluid is continually pumped down the annulus at a rate high enough to overcome formation fluid migration velocity up the 
hole and keep everything going into the formation. If the formation pressure and annular injection friction pressure combined 
are less than the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid being pumped down the annulus, there will be no annular pressure at the 
surface (floating mud cap). If the hydrostatic pressure of the annular fluid is less than the combination of formation 
pressure and annular injection friction pressure, there will be positive surface annular pressure (pressurized mud cap).

This method is not covered by this document.

4.3.4 Floating Mud Cap Drilling

Floating mud cap drilling is a method in which the hydrostatic pressure of a full column of annular fluid is higher 
than the sum of formation pressure and injection friction, so the fluid level remains below the surface or floats.

EXAMPLE  With a subsea BOP stack, it is possible to monitor the fluid level in the riser with either a pressure sensor on 
the riser or by filling one of the choke or kill lines with a fluid that is light enough to maintain a column all the way to the 
surface and with some surface shut-in pressure. Using either of these pressure-monitoring techniques makes it possible to 
use the principles of PMCD. However, due to changes in wellbore geometry, applying PMCD methods with a fluid level that 
can rise and fall requires much more complex calculations than are required if there is a static fluid column all the way to the 
surface. 
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For example, a given volume of formation fluid that migrates (due to differences in density with the annular fluid) above the 
top fracture causes a significantly different reduction in the hydrostatic pressure at the top fracture than it does at the BOP 
stack. The differences can be calculated, but the calculations are more complicated than with a static fluid column.

This method is not covered by this document.

4.3.5 Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling (PMCD)

Pressurized mud cap drilling is a drilling method in which the annulus is completely filled to the surface with a fluid 
whose hydrostatic pressure is slightly lower than formation pressure, and the resulting annulus shut-in surface 
pressure is the difference between formation pressure and the hydrostatic pressure of the annular fluid (see 
Figure 1 and Figure A.1 in Annex A).

EXAMPLE  A sacrificial fluid, usually seawater, is pumped down the drill string to clean and cool the bit and to power the 
motor, MWD, etc. When the pumps are running, the annular pressure will increase by the friction pressure required to force 
fluid and cuttings into the formation. If any formation fluid migrates above the top fracture due to density differences, an 
increase in shut-in annular pressure will be detected, and enough additional annular fluid can be injected to force the 
formation fluid back into the formation.

This is the method addressed in this document. See Figure 2 for an example equipment schematic for pressurized 
mud cap drilling.

Figure 1—Pressure Increases with Depth Based on the Density of the Fluid Contained
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Figure 2—Example Equipment Schematic for PMCD with a Subsea BOP

5 Logistics

As with any operation, it is essential that logistic considerations be adequately addressed to make sure that 
all required materials are on hand and in sufficient quantities to ensure that operations are not interrupted. For 
PMCD operations, this means the sacrificial fluid, dry material for additional mud mixing (LAM), spares for the 
RCD and other expendables, etc., are available.

6 Equipment

6.1 Surface Equipment

6.1.1 Distribution/buffer manifold should be considered for the desired operational functionality if surface back-
pressure (SBP) technique will be used. A distribution/buffer manifold enables the diversion of fluids into or out of 
the well.

6.1.2 Sacrificial fluid treatment upstream of the rig pump suction should be considered for minimizing corrosion.

6.1.3 Sufficient pump capacity to pump sacrificial fluid down the drill string and LAM in the annulus shall be 
available.

6.1.4 Sufficient delivery capacity to build and transfer either LAM or sacrificial fluid shall be available to meet or 
exceed the pump rate required to go downhole.
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6.1.5 A choke to bleed off drill string pressure should be installed on the bleed-off line to reduce wear and tear 
on valves (see Figure 3). The location of the choke should allow for ease of access and operation. The returns 
should be routed to a measuring tank.

Figure 3—Example of Bleed-off System

6.2 Marine Equipment

The intention of this section is to describe and give guidance on equipment considerations and practices that 
should be considered when planning floater (subsea BOP) operations related to PMCD. The marine equipment 
may include the following:

a) lower BOP stack assembly;

b) lower marine riser package;

c) marine riser;

d) booster line;

e) riser fill-up valve;

f) termination joint;

g) intermediate flex joint;

h) rig telescopic joint assembly;

i) flow spool or outlet(s) on rotating control device;

j) MPD annular or alternative device;

k) rotating control device;

l) MPD telescopic joint;
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m) rig upper flex joint and diverter assembly;

n) flexible hoses.

6.2.1 General Principles

6.2.1.1 It shall be possible to maintain the current well conditions while changing the RCD element.

6.2.1.2 A sealing device below the RCD (currently annular devices are used) should be considered for use in 
RCD element replacements.

6.2.1.3 An updated shut-down philosophy covering the MPD riser components shall be established for both 
planned and unplanned events.

6.2.1.4 The riser shall be protected from overpressure.

6.2.1.5 Riser pressure protection should be provided by PRV designed in accordance with the following 
standards:

— API 14C or ISO 10418;

— API 520;

— API 521;

— IEC 61511–1.

Riser loads shall be evaluated with respect to maximum surface pressure. MPD riser components should 
possess suitable tensile strength, pressure strength, and fatigue life for the operations planned, including riser 
deployment and recovery, ideally matching or exceeding the existing riser tube/connector strength, whichever is 
the lesser. Ideally, this arrangement should enable all MPD equipment to be installed in the riser string prior to 
BOP being latched to the subsea wellhead (refer to API 2RD).

Riser fatigue assessment should consider vortex-induced vibration and pressure cycling.

6.2.1.6 Flexible hoses and related fittings should be suitable for anticipated service conditions, harsh 
environments, currents, thruster forces, maximum anticipated operating pressures, potential collapse pressures, 
drilling fluids planned for use, and any wellbore fluids or gases that may pass through them when handling 
influxes. Applicable standards should be used during design. For example, API 17K, ISO 13628–10, API 17J, API 
17B, ISO 13628–11, or fit-for-purpose testing can be used for qualification.

6.2.1.7 The system that controls the MPD components should be independent of the BOP control system.

6.2.1.8 Items to consider for equipment selection include, but are not limited to, the following.

a) What additional equipment is needed and what rig systems can be used?

b) What fluid types are required?

c) Any environmental risks from fluid required or selected?

d) Where are controls to be placed (e.g. driller’s station, moonpool, emergency control room/safe refuge, etc.)?

6.2.2 RCD Selection Considerations

The following are several key operational considerations relating to these devices.
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a) Consideration should be given to API 16RCD regarding pressure ratings. The pressure rating is a 
manufacturing specification for design verification of the RCD only. Operability of the RCD should be 
determined with the RCD manufacturer.

b) The tension rating of the RCD should be adequate for the application.

c) At a minimum, the RCD sealing elements should be validated in accordance with API 16RCD. Additional 
testing is advisable for operations with drilling muds (OBM, SBM) that are outside the scope of API 16RCD. 
The RCD manufacturer should be consulted for test data.

d) RCD seal elements are expendable items and their pressure capability can decrease with usage. Fit-for-
purpose testing may be required to establish operating pressure values. Rig positioning, pipe movement due 
to heave, pipe condition, drilling fluid, flowing temperature, type of sealing element, etc., can further reduce 
pressure capability.

e) A plan should be developed for running and retrieving the seal assembly and include the following:

— change-out criteria;

— wellbore isolation;

— equipment handling and working platforms;

— personnel roles and responsibilities;

— mitigations for misalignment issues;

— limits for heave and sea state;

— determining if wear protection is required post retrieval;

— effects of solids and cuttings in the fluid preventing installation or removal;

— need for continuous circulation or not during the operation;

— temporarily securing the well in case the need arises to pull the RCD housing back to the rig floor;

— verifying RCD seal elements properly locked in place.

f) Fluid compatibility between the element and all fluids that it will be exposed to should be verified in advance 
of operations.

g) A suitable stock of spare elements should always be on hand and stored/handled in accordance with 
manufacturer’s recommendations. Consideration should be given to having adequate parts and tools to 
facilitate efficient element change-out.

h) Eccentric forces caused by pipe “wobble” and/or misalignment can lead to premature failure of the RCD unit. 
The distance between the rotary and the top element should also be considered. Pipe wobble can occur due 
to natural resonances of the drill string and can vary with rotational speed and pipe length above the RCD. 
During operations, this can be minimized by manipulation of rotary speed.

i) Drill pipe design and condition, such as tong marks, hard banding, ID grooves, and tool joint upset angle, 
can influence element life and should be considered during the planning stages of an MPD operation.

j) Source properly sized elements for all planned operations and contingencies.
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k) Full bore access through the RCD housing is necessary for certain operations, such as BOP testing and 
running a storm packer. The drift ID of the RCD housing shall be adequate to enable these operations.

l) An RCD shall not be considered as a replacement for conventional well control equipment.

m) Consideration should be given to multiple seal elements in the RCD, or alternative means to determine seal 
element wear.

n) Gas bleed should be rigged below the RCD sealing element.

o) If an ATR system is selected, consider the pressure rating limitation of the slip joint packer if this will be 
exposed to SBP.

p) Pressure testing operations for the RCD shall be defined and include the marine riser burst limitations.

q) A plan shall be in place to monitor for leakage past the RCD sealing element(s). For rig ups that do not 
include the riser above the RCD (to route leakage to the flow line), the plan shall include how the leakage 
will be recovered and how spills will be prevented.

r) The procedure for running the riser and landing the BOP may require modification to include installation of 
the RCD, or a separate procedure may be used if the RCD is installed after latching the BOP.

s) If MPD logging operations are to be conducted, the necessary RCD strippers or inserts must be available.

t) The RCD failure modes (hydraulic, electrical, pneumatic) shall be identified and plans in place to prevent the 
situation from escalating due to a power failure.

6.2.3 Alternative Riser Isolation Device Considerations

The alternative riser isolation device (e.g. MPD annular), is a recommended component in the system used for 
PMCD operations. In addition to the items in 6.2.2, consider the following when selecting, installing, and using 
the device.

a) Is it acceptable to pull the riser to change the elastomer?

b) Is it acceptable to use one of the subsea annulars at the mudline?

c) What is the existing functionality available at the rig; i.e. does the rig incorporate a riser gas handler (RGH)?

6.2.4	 Riser	Configurations

6.2.4.1 General

There are two main MPD riser component configurations, classed as follows.

a) above tension ring (ATR): denotes that the MPD telescopic joint, RCD housing, MPD annular, and flow return 
spool (if used) are inserted in the riser string above the riser tensioner load ring.

b) below tension ring (BTR): denotes that the RCD housing, MPD annular, and flow return spool are inserted in 
the riser string below the riser tensioner load ring.

There are other configurations used that involve alternative placement of the required equipment. The following 
subsections briefly describe some typical equipment layouts, listing points to be aware of during planning and 
design. These arrangements are discussed from the bottom up, starting from the subsea BOP stack assembly, 
which is latched to the subsea wellhead
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6.2.4.2 Riser System Common Elements

6.2.4.2.1 Lower BOP Stack Assembly

The lower BOP stack assembly typically includes a wellhead connector, ram and annular BOP equipment, fail-
safe choke and kill valves, choke and kill hard piping, and riser connector mandrel.

6.2.4.2.2 Lower Marine Riser Package

The lower marine riser package (LMRP) typically includes a riser connector, annular BOP equipment, fail-safe 
choke and kill valves, choke and kill hard piping and flexibles, booster line valves and hard piping, a lower flex 
joint, and riser adapter.

6.2.4.2.3 Marine Riser

The marine riser typically includes a c/w integral choke, kill, booster (dependent on rig class), and hydraulic lines 
(dependent on rig class).

6.2.4.2.4 Termination Joint

A termination joint may or may not be used depending on the rig class. It provides a means of interfacing 
choke, kill, booster, and hydraulic lines on the riser, with flexible hoses linking them to the rig’s surface hard 
piping. Alternatively, these interfaces may be mounted directly to the rig telescopic joint outer barrel without a 
termination joint being used.

6.2.4.3 Above Tension Ring System Description

6.2.4.3.1 Intermediate Flex Joint

An intermediate flex joint may or may not be used depending on the rig class. It provides a means to allow 
for rig movement during extreme weather after LMRP is unlatched from the lower BOP stack. The capabilities 
(combined tension and internal pressure loading) of the intermediate flex joint can influence the location of the 
RCD due to its lower pressure rating.

6.2.4.3.2 Riser Fill-up Valve

Consideration should be given to removing the riser fill-up valve to minimize the potential for leakage.

6.2.4.3.3 Rig Telescopic Joint Assembly

The rig telescopic joint assembly potentially includes interfaces for choke, kill, booster (dependent on rig 
class), and hydraulic lines (dependent on rig class). For the ATR configuration, there are several alternatives 
for increasing the pressure-containing capacity with the rig telescopic joint exposed to the applied pressure, 
including the following.

a) Collapse telescopic joint and lock the inner barrel, and energize both packers with maximum energizing 
pressure; dependent on packer supplier, this may allow surface applied pressures typically in the range of 
750 psi to 1000 psi (5171 kPa to 6895 kPa), subject to OEM verification.

b) Remove inner barrel and slip joint packer housing, and install crossover between slip joint outer barrel flange 
and a riser connector to enable handling as per a standard riser joint.

c) Replace slip joint with a purpose-built riser tension crossover joint. Consider spillage mitigation.

Consideration should be given as how to get return flow to the surface if an RCD is not installed (i.e. multipart 
slip joint, flow lines, etc.).
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6.2.4.3.4 Above Tension Ring MPD Riser Components

Above tension ring MPD riser components consist of the following.

a) riser connector to mate with outer barrel or riser tension crossover;

b) return flow outlets (e.g. flow spool) with hydraulically controlled MPD dual isolation valves, providing means 
to route well return fluids through suitable flexible hose(s) to the rig and provide a way to inject fluid into the 
top of the riser;

c) a means for installing a suitably rated PRV to enable overpressure protection for the riser;

d) MPD annular (or means of enabling an alternative barrier, such as the LMRP annular); this provides means 
of maintaining back-pressure while changing out the RCD seal element in the event of leakage;

e) for dynamically positioned vessels, ability of the ATR MPD system to accommodate vessel heading change;

f) RCD housing plus suitably rated flexible hose to enable bleeding off or equalizing pressure/checking for gas 
below the RCD seal element before changing it out above a closed MPD annular.

See Figure 4 for an example configuration of the MPD riser components in an ATR system.

Figure	4—Example	MPD	ATR	Riser	Component	Configuration
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6.2.4.3.5 Design Considerations

6.2.4.3.5.1 The riser components above the RCD shall have an ID large enough to accommodate running the 
bearing assembly or any expendable that has to be changed while the RCD is in the riser.

6.2.4.3.5.2 Identify if the rig utilizes a BOP landing and assist tool (BLAT), which latches into a profile in the riser 
string below the riser tensioner ring. Possible locations are

— swage at bottom of telescopic joint outer barrel;

— separate riser pup joint run below the telescopic joint; and

— within the termination joint.

In the case of an ATR solution, IDs within the RCD housing or flow spool may prevent the BLAT tool from being 
run and latched in position. The loss of this functionality shall be reviewed and alternative solution(s) identified.

6.2.4.3.5.3 The ATR solution brings other challenges to be addressed as follows:

a) Reduced available telescopic joint stroke will introduce new operating limits (heave, DP).

b) Space-out to accommodate MPD ATR riser components may involve extending tensioner wirelines, which 
may create storage issues in moonpool/clashes when nippling up or down LMRP/BOP from riser and 
requirement to purchase new wirelines.

c) A requirement to carry out a riser recoil analysis for the new riser configuration and limits with subsequent 
adjustments to riser recoil systems could potentially involve software/hardware changes.

6.2.4.3.5.4 Evaluate the requirement to extend rig choke, kill, booster, and hydraulic hoses, resulting from 
the rig telescopic joint outer barrel being set deeper than for standard drilling operations. If this is necessary, 
the method should be evaluated. Determine if the addition of short extensions with appropriate connections, 
or replacements with new hoses made to length, are required to mitigate potential leakage at intermediate 
connections.

6.2.4.4 Below Tension Ring System Description

6.2.4.4.1 Below tension ring (BTR) MPD riser components consist of the following.

a) riser connector to mate with the top of a marine riser or termination joint (dependent on rig configuration);

b) flow spool with hydraulically controlled MPD dual isolation valves, providing a means to route well return 
fluids through suitable flexible hose(s) to the rig and providing a way to inject fluid into the top of the riser;

c) a means for installing a suitably rated PRV to enable overpressure protection for the riser;

d) MPD annular (or means of enabling an alternative barrier, such as the LMRP annular); this provides a way 
to maintain back-pressure while changing out an RCD seal element in the event of leakage;

e) RCD housing plus suitably rated flexible hose to enable bleeding off or equalizing pressure/checking for gas 
below an RCD seal element before changing it out above a closed MPD annular.

See Figure 5 for an example schematic of a below tension ring installation.
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Figure	5—Example	MPD	BTR	Riser	Components	Configuration

6.2.4.4.2 An intermediate flex joint is optional.

6.2.4.4.3 A rig telescopic joint assembly can include interfaces for choke, kill, booster, (dependent on rig class) 
and hydraulic (dependent on rig class) lines. The complete includes the following.

a) A riser connector to mate with the top of the riser space-out pup joint or the upper flex joint and diverter 
assembly (dependent on rig configuration);

b) An outer barrel that includes a load ring that engages with the rig’s riser tensioner ring;

c) A riser tensioner ring that provides the means for riser tensioners to apply required top tension to the riser 
string and to compensate for rig motions. Dependent on rig class and configuration, this may include fluid 
load bearing (used to allow DP rig to “weathervane”) and integral remote-controlled connections for choke, 
kill, booster, [dependent on rig class] and hydraulic [dependent on rig class] hoses;

d) A slip joint dual packer housing; this provides the means to seal between outer and inner barrels when the 
inner barrel is stroking to compensate for rig motions. Packers may be energized using rig air or hydraulic 
pressure. These are considered to be the riser internal pressure “weak link” with an industry accepted SWP 
of 500 psi (3447 kPa);
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e) A slip joint locking assembly that provides a means to lock inner and outer slip joint barrels together during 
BOP installation on and removal from the subsea wellhead. This assembly may be remotely operated 
hydraulically or operated manually (dependent on rig class);

f) An inner barrel with a riser connector to mate with the bottom of the riser space-out pup joint or the upper 
flex joint and diverter assembly (dependent on rig configuration);

g) A riser space-out pup joint that may or may not be used, dependent on whether the rig is fitted with in-line 
direct acting hydraulic tensioners or wireline tensioners.

6.2.4.5 Rig Flex Joint and Diverter Assembly

6.2.4.5.1 Design Intermediate Flex Joint Considerations

Capabilities of the intermediate flex joint (if applicable) should be assessed. It should be designed such that it 
has suitable strength to not be a weak link in the riser string with integral valves and flowline interfaces similar to 
existing choke, kill, booster, and hydraulic lines (readily installed goosenecks with flexible hoses already oriented 
and made up). This design will enable the assembly to be run through the rig rotary table, diverter housing, and 
riser tensioner ring (if stored on diverter housing) such that lines can be quickly established in the moonpool area 
prior to landing BOP on the wellhead. The assembly can be built up/stripped down offline, ideally on deck, for 
maintenance and testing.

6.2.4.5.2 Riser String Considerations

6.2.4.5.2.1 Consider removing the riser fill-up valve to minimize potential for leakage.

6.2.4.5.2.2 The riser components above the RCD shall have an ID large enough to accommodate running the 
bearing assembly or any tool that has to be run or retrieved while the RCD is in the riser. The RCD housing ID 
pass-through diameter shall be large enough to accommodate all tools that need to be run through it, i.e. bearing 
assembly, packers, BOP/wellhead test tools, etc.

6.2.4.5.2.3 Identify if the rig utilizes a BOP landing and assist tool (BLAT), which latches into a profile in the riser 
string below the riser tensioner ring. Possible locations are: 

a) swage at the bottom of the telescopic joint outer barrel;

b) separate riser pup joint run below the telescopic joint;

c) within the termination joint.

6.2.4.5.2.4 In the case of a BTR solution, the following challenges may need to be addressed:

a) The BLAT profile located at the bottom of the telescopic joint outer barrel may have ID less than that of the 
planned RCD stripper and bearing assembly.

b) IDs within the RCD housing or flow spool may prevent the BLAT tool from being run and latched in position 
(profile is located below BTR MPD riser components).

6.2.4.5.2.5 The loss of this BLAT functionality shall be reviewed and alternative solution(s) identified.

6.2.4.5.2.6 Evaluate the requirement to extend rig choke, kill, booster, and hydraulic hoses, resulting from the 
insertion of BTR riser components above the riser termination joint. Consideration should be made to adding 
short extensions with appropriate connections or a replacement with new hoses made to the length required to 
mitigate potential leakage at intermediate connections.
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6.2.5 Riser Analysis and Riser Preparation

6.2.5.1 The riser inspection and operating records should be reviewed and, if deemed necessary, riser 
inspections should be carried out in accordance with original equipment manufacturer/drilling contractor/operator 
procedures.

6.2.5.2 If wear is detected in the riser main tube, eliminate it if possible; if unable to do so, the resultant riser 
wall thickness shall be used in riser analysis calculations.

6.2.5.3 Sealing areas should be in serviceable condition; make repairs as required.

6.2.5.4 Riser equipment that will be located above the RCD housing should be drifted.

6.2.5.5 A riser analysis shall be performed in accordance with API 16Q and, if applicable, API 2RD for the 
planned well location considering the following:

a) planned maximum mud weight to be used;

b) desired maximum MPD surface back-pressure if switching between surface back-pressure MPD and PMCD;

c) location metocean data;

d) including additional weight and location of additional riser components (ATR or BTR);

e) surface conductor configuration;

f) rig positioning (moored or DP);

g) global riser stress (Hoop and Von Mises) and fatigue analysis (see API 16Q and API 2RD) for combined load 
case of maximum mud weight, environmental loads, applied back-pressure, and pressure cycling;

h) drag effect from waves/currents on additional (MPD/PMCD) riser components in splash zone.

6.2.5.6 The riser analysis report should supply the following information for use by the rig operating crew:

a) API riser buckling stability criteria calculations in accordance with API 16Q and API 2RD;

b) riser operability and drilling performance;

c) wellhead and conductor bending loads;

d) station-keeping watch circle limit guidance based on riser mechanical limitations.

6.2.5.7 In the case of an ATR solution being used, a riser recoil analysis should be performed considering:

a) reduced available telescopic joint stroke;

b) reduced distance to dissipate recoil energy after unlatching;

c) additional weights of MPD/PMCD riser components above the tension ring;

d) potential impact loads on MPD riser components after closure of MPD telescopic joint;

e) effect of riser pressure;

f) the riser recoil analysis should identify any changes required to any rig riser recoil software or hardware to 
safely manage the revised riser arrangement.
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6.2.5.8 The risk of risers and BOPs being affected by external differential (collapse) pressures should be 
evaluated. The evaluation should include review of the riser, BOP, and wellhead connector limitations, review of 
the lower flex joint external pressure limitations.

6.2.5.9 Consider the effect of emergency disconnect on the wellbore pressure (e.g. riser margin).

6.2.5.10 An example of output from the analysis is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6—Example of Buckling Load Analysis Showing Interrelationship between Mud Weight and 
Tension Setting

6.2.6 Equipment Installation and Handling Considerations

6.2.6.1 General

The following guidance is given for planning MPD operations concerning some of the issues that should be 
considered.

a) Ensure the appropriate internal diameter for all riser components above the RCD.

b) PRV philosophy “design criteria” should consider the well, riser, gas handling, surface piping, and equipment.

c) MPD riser equipment should be designed so that it can be picked up/run and pulled/laid down as per any
other piece of rig riser equipment.

d) MPD riser component terminations could have the same riser flanges as the target rig riser string, which
enables handling with the rig’s existing riser handling tools. If this is not the case, appropriate crossovers and
adapters would be required. Ensure the availability of specialized handling tools to address on-site handling
and service issues.

e) MPD riser component configuration and equipment should be designed to minimize over-water and man-
riding operations during rig up and rig down, minimizing time spent on the critical path to hook up valves and
flexible hoses.

f) The weight of the MPD equipment should be considered in regard to the rig’s handling equipment capacities.
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g) Ensure pipe handling catwalk load capacity is sufficient for running the MPD riser components. If MPD 
riser components are larger or heavier than the rig’s slip joint, the equipment may need to be handled in an 
alternative manner.

h) The following should be considered when developing the equipment installation/moonpool management 
plan.

— Do all winches planned for the operation have sufficient wireline to reach sea level while maintaining a 
safe amount of line on the winch drum?

— What means of communication are available to ensure safe and effective coordination of these activities 
between sea level, moonpool, and drill floor/driller’s doghouse?

— What is required to manage the control umbilicals to the telescopic joint, RCD housing, MPD annular and 
flow spool valves, and hoses, and what is required to secure them against weather and sea conditions?

— What is required to deploy and recover control umbilicals safely and effectively? Should powered reels 
be used or not? Are there means to support umbilical turn-down sheave(s), suitable deckhead pad eyes, 
suitable dropped-object prevention, secondary retention points, and suitable locations to install additional 
pad eyes, if required?

— What deck space is available in the moonpool and immediately adjacent area to accommodate equipment 
such as MPD HPU and control panel(s), umbilical reel(s), MPD flow hoses, support goosenecks, and 
surface lines?

— Can equipment be sufficiently secured to handle potential loadings due to operations, environmental 
forces, etc.?

— Are temporary walkways, gratings, handrails, etc., required to mitigate against slip/trip hazards?

— Between wells, during rig moves, etc., can the hoses and umbilicals be left rigged up and secured such 
that they are not damaged, creating additional drag during the move, etc.

— Considerations for hose and umbilical management include hose length, termination point, reel placement, 
rig movement (rotational or heave loop), sequence of running umbilicals/lines/hoses, etc.

— For a dynamically positioned vessel, consider the orientation of the gooseneck stabs to have hoses and 
umbilical lines terminate at one position on the rig (i.e. fore or aft).

6.2.6.2 Above Tension Ring (ATR) Equipment Installation and Handling Considerations

The following should be considered.

a) ATR operations should only be considered for extremely benign/calm sea conditions with little to no heave.

b) The ability to activate riser tensioners, land and latch BOP, and lay-out handling/landing joint.

c) In the case of using an RCD that requires external and/or manual clamping and lubrication, the available 
air gap above sea level should accommodate the MPD riser components such that the RCD clamp and 
lubricating points are accessible/above sea level.

d) Manual moonpool operations should be minimal.

e) The method to install MPD riser components on top of the riser should be selected with the following 
considerations.
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— Are ODs of MPD riser components less than rotary table/diverter housing/tension ring IDs? If not, plans 
need to include how to pick up the (“keel-haul”) equipment into place beneath the rotary table.

— Is the MPD multi-barrel telescopic joint load bearing?

— Is the drill string motion compensator able to handle light loads? This is important when landing MPD 
assembly with heave.

— Are there convenient work supports (riser tensioner ring) for personnel involved in releasing and making 
up this connection (riser flange, quick latch)?

— Should use of remote hydraulically operated connector(s) (e.g. H-4 or HC type) be considered to avoid 
personnel having to make up and release manual connections? What implications does this have for the 
height and weight of MPD riser components?

f) What manriding/work basket facilities are available on the rig?

g) What restrictions are in place regarding overside/manriding work?

h) What utility winches are available in the moonpool area or potentially deployed through the riser spider/rotary 
table from the drill floor?

i) What are the SWL capacities of the planned utility winches?

j) Can flow spool valves and MPD hoses be installed on the MPD riser component before it is landed, avoiding 
difficulties associated with rig motion?

k) Can these hoses be oriented to utilize spaces between riser tensioners (wire or direct acting piston rods)?

l) For dynamically positioned vessels, considerations should be given for hose and umbilical orientation so as 
not to interfere with rig rotation.

6.2.6.3 Below Tension Ring (BTR) Equipment Installation and Handling Considerations

The following should be considered.

a) What manriding/work basket facilities are available on the rig?

b) What restrictions are in place regarding overside/manriding work?

c) What are the location’s environmental considerations (likely sea states, weather patterns, etc.)

d) Can MPD flow hoses be oriented to clear existing rig choke, kill, booster, and hydraulic hoses, allowing DP 
rigs to weathervane as normal without additional restrictions being imposed?

e) What utility winches are available in the moonpool area or potentially deployed through the riser spider/rotary 
table from the drill floor?

f) What are the SWL capacities of the planned utility winches?

g) What are the increased loads as a result of extending choke, kill, booster, and hydraulic hoses where required 
by insertion of BTR MPD riser components above the rig termination joint (if applicable)?

h) For dynamically positioned vessels, what considerations should be given for hoses and umbilicals orientation 
so as not to interfere with rig rotation?
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6.2.6.4 Deck Handling Considerations

The following should be considered.

a) How is existing rig riser equipment stored and handled (horizontal or vertical storage)?

b) Is there available deck space and deck loading capacity to accommodate the BTR MPD riser components 
and related shipping frame?

c) Do deck crane capacities and applicable operating radii enable equipment to be loaded on to the rig, 
prepared, and then moved to drill floor?

d) What restrictions are associated with deck crane riser handling spreader beams/handling yokes.; SWL, 
length ranges, etc.?

e) What are the SWL and equipment length limitations for riser catwalks, riser catwalk handling machines?

6.2.7 Equipment Installation and Test Plans

The following should be considered in developing an integrated test plan to ensure that equipment is ready for 
MPD operations.

a) offline pressure testing MPD equipment prior to shipment to the rig or on deck once built up: suitable riser 
connector test flanges, segregated space, test pump, pressure gauge, and chart recorder, etc.;

b) offline pressure testing MPD equipment individually prior to unitization: suitable test flanges, segregated 
space, test pump, pressure gauge, and chart recorder, etc.;

c) development of rig site pressure testing plans using an approved MPD P&ID diagram to create standard 
flow path configurations (drilling, tripping, RCD change-out under pressure, etc.) and marked up test flow 
paths and barriers, including verification of all related pressure gauge systems (BOP mounted, well control 
systems, surface systems [mud pumps, cement pumps etc.]);

d) offline pressure testing of surface lines, MPD-related manifold valves, flow hose and pressure relief hoses 
and their connections at rig side, suitable test flanges, specification breaks, etc.;

e) offline integrity and function testing of MPD riser component control systems and MPD manifold control 
systems;

f) offline testing, where possible, of over-pressure protection systems, specification breaks, etc.;

g) offline/online function and pressure testing once equipment is installed in/on the riser to prove integrity of 
flow hose connections/goosenecks and MPD flow valves;

h) consideration should be given to facilitating the testing of the MPD components by using a BOP test ram, 
test packers, inflatable packers, etc.;

i) online function testing of over-pressure protection systems (wellbore, riser, surface lines, and manifolds;

j) online RCD stripper and bearing integrity tests upon their installation into the string, both at initial rig up and 
subsequent operations to remove and re-install them as a result of tripping, replacement due to leakage, 
etc.;

k) agreed plan regarding testing frequency, e.g. on initial deployment, as per agreed test plan, after installation, 
and cementing of casings and liners;
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l) cased hole flow testing to ensure proper operation of MPD equipment; identify and fingerprint any applicable 
flow characteristics and operating parameters.

6.2.8 Operating Considerations

6.2.8.1 Points to consider regarding over-pressure protection of wellbore, riser, and surface equipment include 
the following.

a) control of MPD riser isolation valves:

— consequence of control system failure (valves fail as-is, fail-open, fail-closed);

— consequence of valve line-up changes for different MPD operations (SBP, PCMD, etc.);

— flow capacity.

b) identification of “weak link” for various operations (e.g. well bore strength at the casing shoe, riser limitations, 
RCD limitations, surface equipment limitations).

6.2.8.2 Considerations for dynamic positioning emergency operations include the following.

a) the effects and limitations of selected MPD riser components in relation to:

— loss of power/rig black-out mitigations,

— loss of positioning,

— riser emergency disconnect process, and

— riser emergency disconnect process when there is gas in the riser.

b) well control—agreed decision point to change over from MPD pressure management operations to secondary 
well control operations using the rig BOP and well control manifold equipment.

6.3 Control Systems

6.3.1 There should be a control system for operating the RCD and any additional valves on the riser. If an 
annular is run below the RCD on top of the riser, provision shall be made for its operation. Design of these 
systems should include consideration for redundancy and at least some limited operability in case of a power 
failure. Consideration should also be given to such things as overpressure protection, failure position for all 
valves, and other equipment, i.e. fail-open, fail-closed, or fail as-is. The connection for the controls is typically via 
some sort of umbilical bundle containing all the hydraulic, electric, pneumatic, etc., lines for all the controls and 
sensors. When designing the system, careful consideration should be given to how this control umbilical will be 
deployed, connected, secured, retrieved, and stored when not in use, taking into account all the other lines and 
equipment in the moonpool area.

6.3.2 In PMCD, some similar data points that are measured in an SBP control system would be applicable for 
the operation, i.e. annular pressure, standpipe pressure, pump rate, pit volume, and mud weight.

6.3.3 A redundant system to monitor annular pressure shall be in place.

6.3.4 As a safety precaution, any single failure should not lead to loss of the annular monitoring system.
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7 Drill String

7.1 General

7.1.1 This section addresses issues related to drill string components exposed to well effluent during MPD 
operations. The designation “drill string” refers to both jointed and coiled tubulars. The designation “drill pipe” 
refers to traditional drill pipe with tool joints and tubing with connections suitable for drilling service.

7.1.2 Drill string integrity means that there is pressure isolation between circulated fluids inside the drill string 
and wellbore fluids or the atmosphere outside the drill string, except where otherwise designed. This requires 
pressure integrity of all components from the swivel to the drill bit during rotary drive applications; from the top 
drive unit to the drill bit during top drive applications; and from the rotary joint on the coiled tubing reel to the drill 
bit during coiled tubing drilling applications.

7.1.3 Unless otherwise stated, drill string design should be performed according to applicable design standards, 
recognizing that this is a more critical service than standard applications.

7.2 General Requirements—Drill Pipe

7.2.1 General

7.2.1.1 In a jointed pipe MPD project, the drill pipe is a critical component of the flow control system. The quality 
and condition of the pipe (internal and external as well as the tool joints) is key to achieving the well objectives, 
but it can negatively impact the MPD equipment (the RCD and the NRV).

7.2.1.2 The transition from the drill pipe OD to tool joint upset OD should be gradual. This should also be taken 
into consideration if HW pipe with a mid-joint upset will be used as part of the MPD string.

7.2.1.3 The need for gas-tight connections should be considered in cases where the use of gasified fluids is 
planned. However, it is acknowledged that standard connections (IF, FH, etc.) are routinely used without incident 
in MPD applications.

7.2.1.4 Appropriate drill pipe and tubing grades should be used for wells classified as sour.

7.2.1.5 API identification grooves and internal plastic coating are normally accepted modifications to the drill 
pipe used in conventional drilling operations. Although not directly related to the integrity of the drill string, these 
can have an impact on the integrity of critical components of the pressure containment system.

7.2.1.6 Wear-resistant alloy overlay should be smooth. Application of proud tungsten carbide hard banding is 
not recommended because of the potential damage to the casing and to the rotating control device’s sealing 
element in MPD applications.

7.3 General Requirements for the Bottom-hole Assembly

7.3.1 A non-ported NRV should be installed as close to the bit as practical.

7.3.2 During PMCD operation, the mud used is hydrostatically underbalanced; therefore, a minimum of two 
NRVs should be run in the drill string.

7.3.3 Prior to deployment, each NRV should have a low-pressure test, then should be tested to the maximum 
anticipated working pressure.

7.3.4 The requirement for drill string jars should be carefully considered. This is especially critical if snubbing 
operations are required.
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7.3.5 If coring or under-reaming operations are to be performed, the special requirements for these operations 
should be considered when selecting and positioning NRVs.

7.3.6 The following are additional BHA configuration considerations:

a) wireline logging vs. logging while drilling (LWD);

b) possible increased risk of vibration and damage to BHA components;

c) possible increased risk of stuck pipe;

d) the ability to pump cement through the BHA;

e) increased corrosion risk.

7.4 Drill String Design

7.4.1 Drill string design is important as it impacts many aspects of the operation. The design shall meet the 
needs of the normal operations and contingency plans.

7.4.2 The usage of PWD in the BHA should be considered as it monitors downhole pressure during the 
operations. The ability to retrieve pumps-off PWD data should also be considered.

7.4.3 A circulation sub can provide flexibility and allow for contingency solutions.

7.4.4 Another key aspect, as annular back-pressure is applied, is the usage of drill string isolation valves (NRV 
and/or drop-in check valves for contingency plans) and annular isolation tools or materials during tripping. A 
barrier and safety margins analysis should be done for all the operations (e.g. tripping and connections).

8 Drilling Fluid Considerations

8.1 Hydraulics

8.1.1 General

PMCD drilling hydraulics differ from conventional drilling hydraulics in the following ways.

8.1.2 Fluid Velocity and Viscosity

Since the only fluid that is moving is the sacrificial fluid—and it is usually water—annular velocity, not viscosity, 
provides the primary method of hole cleaning, so it is important to maintain adequate pump rates to clean the 
hole.

8.1.3 Hole Cleaning and Torque and Drag

Rigorous hydraulics modeling will reveal the pump rates needed for adequate hole cleaning. By doing this in 
advance, it is possible to configure downhole tools such as mud motors and MWD/LWD instruments to operate 
properly with the desired pump rate. By carefully tracking torque, drag, and changes in drill pipe versus casing 
pressures, it is possible to confirm that the hole is being adequately cleaned. If those parameters indicate a build-
up of cuttings, measures such as high viscosity and/or weighted sweeps, short trips, increased drill string RPM, 
or increased pump rate can be taken to improve hole cleaning.

8.1.4 Injection Pressure Modeling

Hydraulics modeling should also be done to find out what standpipe pressures can be expected with PMCD. 
Since the sacrificial fluid is usually significantly lighter than is required to balance pore pressure and pump into 
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the formation, the difference is made up by pump pressure. Friction pressures down the drill string are usually 
lower when pumping sacrificial fluid (water) than when pumping drilling mud. The net effect is that the standpipe 
pressures can be much higher with PMCD than with conventional drilling, so modeling is advised to make sure 
that the rig’s surface pumping equipment (pumps, standpipe, etc.) have the required pressure capacity.

8.2 Light Annular Mud

Light annular mud (LAM) provides the following:

a) the correct amount of hydrostatic pressure so that the surface annular pressures are within the desired range 
with the drilling pumps both off and on;

b) retards formation fluid migration up the hole to a manageable rate. This can be done with either composition 
(e.g. as gas goes into solution in OBM at BH conditions, it ceases to migrate), by viscosity (the higher the 
viscosity, the slower the migration rate; especially important in water-based mud), or some combination of 
the two;

c) displaces annular fluid contaminated with formation fluid back into the formation. To do this, a high viscosity 
fluid is desirable.

8.2.1 Density

The annular fluid density should be selected so that, under static conditions, some measurable shut-in casing 
pressure (usually 50 psi to 150 psi [344.7 kPa to 1034.2 kPa]) is required to balance the pressure at the top 
fracture while keeping the annular pressure while drilling below the working pressure limit set for the surface 
equipment. The difference between pumps-on and pumps-off pressures can be determined by an injectivity test 
conducted before switching to PMCD (described in the discussion of transitioning from conventional or SBP 
drilling to PMCD).

8.2.2 Composition

8.2.2.1 General

Both water-based and oil-based muds have been used successfully for PMCD.

8.2.2.2 Water-based Mud

If a thick enough water-based annular fluid is used, gas migration rates can be reduced to almost zero. Since 
this fluid is not to be circulated and total losses are already present, ECD is not an issue; therefore, water-based 
mud is a viable option.

8.2.2.3 Oil-based Mud

Most wells drilled with a subsea BOP stack are drilled using synthetic oil-based mud. Gas goes into solution 
in the oil phase and formation oil is miscible with the mud, so migration is not an issue. Elevated viscosity of 
the annular mud is not normally required when using an oil-based fluid. However, as an added precaution, the 
viscosity is often increased for LAM.

8.2.3 Mixing

Since annular fluid will be pumped away periodically, it is important to be able to mix mud fast enough to keep 
up with the volumes required for this. In addition, it will be necessary to mix kill weight fluid as needed. Either of 
these may be mixing new mud or modifying existing mud. It can be preferable to start with a stock of heavier, 
thicker mud that can be diluted as needed, since this yields a larger volume than merely stocking the exact mud 
needed.
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8.2.4 Storage and Pit Capacity

It will be necessary to store not only a sufficient volume of the annular mud to be used, but also a volume of kill 
weight mud sufficient to put the well on a vacuum and keep it there for a pre-selected amount of time. How much 
of these various muds are required to do that will depend on such factors as the relative density of the kill mud 
to the formation pressure, the conductivity of the various fractures, hole geometry, etc.

Adequate pit capacity is needed to store sufficient annular and kill muds to ensure that operations are not 
interrupted by running out of fluid. When determining how much of each should be stored, mixing rates for that rig 
should also be considered. If sufficient pit capacity is not available on the rig to store enough of the different mud 
volumes required, consideration should be given to having a boat stand by with additional liquid mud storage.

8.2.5 Logistics

As with any operation, it is essential that logistics considerations be adequately addressed to make sure that 
all required materials are on hand and in sufficient quantities to ensure that operations are not interrupted. For 
PMCD operations, this means the liquid mud mentioned previously, as well as dry material for additional mud 
mixing, spares for the RCD and other expendables, etc.

8.2.6 Hydrates

If formation fluids are allowed to migrate up the annulus to near the seafloor or higher then hydrate formation 
can be a potential problem. Hydrates can stick to the wellbore, drill pipe tool joints, etc., and in an extreme case, 
cause stuck pipe or plug the riser outlets (including pressure relief outlets) or riser annulus. For that reason, 
procedures such as those outlined in this document are important to make sure that is not allowed to happen. In 
circumstances where avoiding this migration is not possible, such as an emergency disconnect, there should be 
plans in place to address hydrate issues.

8.3	 Sacrificial	Fluid

8.3.1 Fluid Properties

The sacrificial fluid (SAC) shall be readily available in adequate volumes. It should be inexpensive and relatively 
non-damaging since large volumes of it will be pumped away into the formation. For these reasons, seawater 
is typically the sacrificial fluid of choice. SAC treatment, including corrosion inhibitors and biocides, should be 
considered.

8.3.2 Cross Flow

Downhole cross flow is occurring if more than one fracture or other feature that will accept whole mud is exposed 
to the wellbore at the same time. It is only possible to statically balance the top fracture. Below that point, the 
fluid in the annulus is some combination of formation fluid and drilling fluid, which has a higher density than the 
formation fluid, so the resulting mixture will be hydrostatically overbalanced to the formation.

The conductivity (ability to deliver or accept fluid and cuttings) of the fractures can be different, so the sacrificial 
fluid and cuttings will take the path of least resistance. When the pumps are stopped, the hydrostatic pressure 
in the wellbore below the top fracture is higher than the pressure in the formation. The formation fluid in the 
mixture is lighter than both the sacrificial fluid and any annular mud that can now be below the top fracture, so 
it will migrate up while the denser fluids will go down due to gravity and be forced into the lower fractures due 
to the overbalance of the mixture. Over time, all the fluid pumped into the wellbore below the top fracture will 
be displaced into the lower fractures and the pressures in the wellbore will equal those in the formation. The 
pressure in the wellbore at the top of the top fracture is exactly equal to formation pressure throughout this 
process since it is a static column; the hydrostatic pressure of the mud plus the shut-in casing pressure equals 
formation pressure.
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NOTE The case described above is a situation where a single hydraulic unit is penetrated. In the case where a permeability 
barrier is crossed and a different pressure regime is penetrated, a condition can be encountered where the cross flow cannot 
be stopped. For this reason, consideration should be given to setting casing if a permeability barrier is encountered.

9 Well Control and Well Integrity

9.1 General

This section describes the principles, responsibilities, and equipment necessary for maintaining appropriate well 
integrity and well control during PMCD operations.

9.2 Introduction

9.2.1 When drilling a well using PMCD, the primary well barrier envelope consists of additional well barrier 
elements (e.g. riser, RCD, piping, etc.) as compared with conventional operations. Bottom-hole pressure is 
expressed as:

BHP = hydrostatic pressure + annulus surface pressure

9.2.2 The PMCD system enables injection of fluid down the annulus to control the surface annulus pressure.

9.2.3 The secondary well barrier remains the same for PMCD operations as for conventional drilling operations.

9.2.4 The presence of additional well barrier elements introduced in PMCD operations should be included in the 
risk assessment.

9.2.5 When drilling with a hydrostatically overbalanced column of fluid, well barrier elements remain the same 
as for conventional drilling. When drilling with a mud weight lighter than the pore pressure, a leak path in one of 
the common well barrier elements can cause loss of well control.

9.3 Well Barrier Elements

9.3.1 General

9.3.1.1 In conventional drilling well barrier elements may include but are not limited to the following:

— fluid column;

— marine drilling riser package;

— lower marine riser package;

— casing;

— casing cement;

— wellhead;

— BOP.

9.3.1.2 Upon installation of the well barrier element, where feasible its integrity and functionality shall be verified.

9.3.1.4 The additional well barrier elements introduced by PMCD can include, but is not limited to, the following:

— rotating control device;
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— riser isolation tool (annular);

— termination joint;

— flow return spool;

— flow valves;

— flexible flow lines;

— surface valves (e.g. check valve after pump);

— drill string with non-return valves.

9.3.1.5 PMCD well barrier elements shall be rated to withstand the maximum anticipated pressure expected for 
planned operations and a safety factor should be applied.

9.3.1.6 Upon initial rig-up and installation of PMCD well barrier elements, the integrity and functionality should 
be verified by means of a pressure test to at least the maximum anticipated pressure and a function test of those 
well barrier elements which require activation. An example of when to perform this test is prior to drilling out the 
casing shoe prior to commencing PMCD operations.

9.3.1.7 Due to operational restrictions, it may only be feasible to test replacement sealing elements to the 
maximum available surface back pressure as opposed to maximum anticipated pressure.

9.3.2 Well Barrier Schematics

Both primary and secondary well barrier envelope shall be identified for all pressurized mud cap drilling operations. 
Well barrier schematics should be made to identify well barrier elements for each phase in the pressurized mud 
cap drilling operations (drilling and tripping the drilling BHA, running a completion, etc.) when there are changes 
in the barrier envelope. Figure 7 shows an example of well barrier elements while drilling in pressurized mud cap 
drilling mode.
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Figure 7—Well Barrier Schematic Example

9.4 Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling Operations Matrix

9.4.1 The intention of this section is to

— describe the operating range within the primary well barrier envelope,

— define the shift from primary well barrier envelope to secondary well barrier envelope, and

— determine when to execute well control with the secondary well barrier envelope.

9.4.2 Unplanned influx incidents should be categorized and reported in accordance with local operator policy 
and consistent with regulatory body requirements.

9.4.3 A PMCD operations matrix, as shown in Table 1, should be used to graphically illustrate and communicate 
to the PMCD crews when and what well control action is required to eliminate well control incidents. The matrix 
should be valid for all PMCD operations.
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 Surface Pressure Indicator

At Planned Back-
pressure

> Planned Back-
pressure and < Back-

pressure Limit
≥	Back-pressure	Limit

Continue drilling; inject 
fluid through annulus as 
appropriate

Cease drilling; inject 
fluid through annulus as 
appropriate

Secure well; evaluate 
next planned action

9.4.4 The PMCD operations matrix should be project-specific and based on the design limitations of the actual 
equipment that will be used during project execution and any formation related constraints. A risk-based approach 
should be based on, but not limited to, the following:

a) surface equipment;

b) drilling fluid type;

c) HSSE.

9.4.5 The procedure for transitioning well operations from well control to PMCD mode should be based upon 
pre-well engineering and planning.

9.5 Contingency Plans

The well control procedures shall be in place prior to start of the PMCD operations and should reflect all potential 
well control incidents identified in risk management processes. Table 2 describes examples of incident scenarios 
for which well control action procedures should be available (if applicable) to deal with the incidents should they 
occur.
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Table 2—Well Control Incident Scenarios

Item Description Comment
1 Bottom-hole or surface pressure detected which 

could lead to the pressure rating of the RCD (static or 
dynamic) being exceeded.

2 NRV failure, influx into work string during making 
connection or tripping in live well.

3 Leaking connection below drilling BOP.
4 Leaking RCD or flow line upstream flow line valve. Seal elements, connection to flow line, drilling BOP or 

high pressure spools, spacers, adapters etc.
5 Failure of surface equipment (ex. hoses, manifold, 

pump).
This can be leaks or plugged equipment and lines.

6 Work string failure, washout or twist-off. Consider pipe light scenario and contribution from 
additional NRVs in the drill string. Evaluate risk for 
pipe failure based on well path/dog leg severity

7 Emergency shut-in.
8 Kick. Including criteria for shut-in
9 H2S in the well.

10 Loss of rig power or PMCD control system.
11 Stuck pipe.
12 Emergency disconnect
13 Choke-line, Kill-line plugging
14 Formation change (Crossflow)
15 Inability to retrieve RCD seal assembly

9.6 Well Control Action Drills

Before a PMCD operation is started, well control drills should be conducted according to the pre-defined well 
control procedures. Examples of well control drills are provided in Table 3.

Table 3—Example Well Control Drills

Type Frequency Objective Comment
Pressure rating of the riser 
(static or dynamic) or the 
capacity of the surface 
equipment being exceeded.

Once per well with crew 
on tour.

Procedure training To be done prior to RIH.

Leaking NRV, influx into work 
string on making connection or 
tripping in live well.

Once per well with crew 
on tour.

Procedure training To be done prior to RIH.

Leak in RCD. Once per well with crew 
on tour.

Procedure training To be done prior to RIH.

Leak in flowline or distribution 
manifold (upstream RCD).

Once per well with crew 
on tour.

Procedure training To be done prior to RIH.

H2S drills. Prior to drilling into a 
potential H2S zone/
reservoir.

Practice in use of 
respiratory equipment.

All relevant personnel to 
have necessary training if 
H2S is known to be 
present.

Transferring between well 
control and PMCD equipment

Once prior to starting 
PMCD operations with 
crew on tour.

Practice in changing from 
PMCD mode to standard 
well control mode and 
back.

Before drilling out of the 
last casing prior to PMCD 
operation.
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9.7 Drilling Fluid

Adequate drilling fluid of sufficient density, or sufficient material to build such mud, to kill the well should be available 
on site based on project risks. There are several options for how to accomplish this. It can be advantageous to 
balance or kill the well without displacing the entire system to another mud weight (e.g. balancing the well to 
trip without closing the blind rams). This can be accomplished by bullheading a partial column of much heavier 
mud into the well increasing hydrostatic pressure of the entire mud column sufficiently to offset existing annular 
pressure. Exactly how much mud is required to achieve this is a function of how much heavier it is than the mud 
in the hole and how much surface pressure need to be replaced. There should be sufficient mud or mud material 
available to provide 100 % excess of the required volume to balance the well.

9.8 Use of the BOP/LMRP during Pressurized Mud Cap Drilling Operations

9.8.1 When planning to use a BOP/LMRP element for any PMCD operations a risk analysis shall be performed.

9.8.2 Although the rig’s BOP stack is part of the secondary barrier envelope/system and installed on the rig 
for well control events, a secondary barrier element may be used, subject to a detailed risk analysis, for limited 
remedial operations (e.g. stripping through annular to change out RCD seal element or sealing off wellbore 
during pulling/running BHA). The secondary barrier elements should not be used for planned events in PMCD 
operations except as addressed in the detailed risk assessment.

9.9 Roles and Responsibilities

9.9.1 The operator shall have a plan in place to address the transition from PMCD operations to well control. 
Individual roles and responsibilities of personnel engaged in onshore and offshore PMCD operations should be 
clearly defined in the plan.

9.9.2 It is critical that the rig contractor, the PMCD Service Contractor (if one is used) and the Operator’s onsite 
representatives be involved in the creation of the plan.

9.9.3 The operator’s on-site representative and the rig contractor’s representative should have the authority to 
execute this plan immediately. To ensure understanding, these interfaces shall be fully detailed in organization 
charts and communicated to all personnel during the onsite orientation briefing.

9.9.4 Competent personnel should be used for PMCD operations. Key personnel involved in the operations 
should be adequately trained in PMCD and well control, and the training should be documented. Personnel in 
the process of becoming competent should be supervised by competent personnel.

10 Managed Pressure Drilling Operational Guidelines

10.1 General

This section provides guidance on the operational phase of the PMCD project.

10.2 Training

10.2.1 General Training

Documented competency levels should be available for all personnel involved in the PMCD operation as required 
by the operator.

PMCD training should be performed prior to the operational phase to ensure that all personnel understand all 
aspects of the PMCD operation. This training may be classroom, simulator, or rig based. Example competency 
levels could include awareness, engineering simulation, and rig-site operations.
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10.2.2 Rig-site Training

In addition to the general training, a PMCD rig-site training program should be developed and could include the 
following:

— equipment familiarization;

— well control and flow path practice;

— standard operating procedures;

— contingency procedures;

— drills and emergency preparedness;

— communication protocols;

— transition from and to conventional operations.

10.3 Wellsite Supervision

All parties involved in the operations should review their existing personnel to identify any additional training and 
resources that may be required to ensure all PMCD operations are performed safely.

10.4 Metocean and Environmental Considerations

10.4.1 Operating Conditions

The MPD system will be designed to operate and survive in the operating modes normally encountered in 
offshore drilling operations (as per API 16Q):

10.4.2 Drilling Mode

The drilling mode is that combination of environmental and well conditions in which all normal drilling activities 
can be safely conducted, including drilling ahead, tripping, under-reaming, circulating, etc. Special operations 
such as casing, cementing, or formation testing can dictate more restrictive operating limits.

10.4.3 Connected Non-drilling Mode

In this mode, the only drilling operations that should be conducted are circulating and tripping out drill pipe. The 
drill pipe should not be rotated. The riser may be displaced with seawater and preparations made to shut in the 
well and disconnect the riser, if necessary.

10.4.4 Disconnected Mode

If environmental conditions exceed the limits for safe operation in the connected non-drilling mode, the riser 
should be disconnected to avoid possible damage to surface or subsea equipment.

Recommended limits for design and operation of marine drilling riser systems are discussed in API 16Q. API 16Q 
defines recommended operating and design guidelines for the three operating modes.

10.4.5 Dynamic Positioned Drilling Vessel Considerations

10.4.5.1 Dynamically positioned vessels may be required to disconnect the LMRP and riser from the BOP in the 
event of a loss of station resulting from:

— loss of power (drift-off);
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— position reference fault (drive off);

— DP control system fault (drive off).

10.4.5.2 MPD methods employed from dynamically positioned drilling vessel need to be capable of being made 
safe (shut down) prior to the vessel reaching the limit of the riser emergency disconnect (RED) watch circle. 
Typically, this would be 20 seconds or less.

10.4.5.3 These limits (watch circles) are established for each well and should be considered during the MPD 
operations HAZOP and well planning. See Figure 8 for an example of a DP rig's watch circles and Figure 9 for 
an example of a DP rig's drift-off curve.

Figure 8—Example DP Watch Circles
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Figure 9—Example DP Drift-off Curve

10.5 Engineering and Design

10.5.1 Gas Migration Modeling and Analysis

While it is possible to model the behavior of gas in the annulus, it is not essential. Modeling can predict how fast 
gas migration will occur based on things such as mud properties, hole geometry, and gas solubility. Monitoring 
surface pressures makes it possible to determine what is going on in the wellbore and what should be done about 
it. Modeling of gas migration can provide valuable insight to determine pump specification and capacity, as well 
as fluid management strategies. Modeling does provide value in planning, but observations and measurements 
made on site in real time will guide operational decisions.

10.5.2 Operations Procedures

10.5.2.1 Transition to PMCD from Conventional or SBP Drilling

10.5.2.1.1 General

Switching to PMCD from conventional drilling and attempting to heal losses with LCM is done when other 
methods are no longer appropriate.

10.5.2.1.2 Transition to PMCD from Conventional Drilling

The detailed procedure for switching from conventional drilling to PMCD should address all aspects of the 
operation that dictate what conditions make it possible and advantageous to make this transition, as well as how 
to determine what to do and how to do it, including the following.

a) Maximum allowable loss rate for conventional drilling. If this rate is exceeded, the procedure should detail 
how the well should be shut in or otherwise configured for subsequent operations.

b) Conducting an injectivity test to determine whether PMCD is feasible or warranted (see Table 4). An example 
of one way to conduct such a test is provided in the following procedure.
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1) With the well shut in at the BOP, pump the mud with which drilling had been proceeding down the drill
string at the drilling rate and monitor both the drill pipe and casing pressures below the BOP.

NOTE If there is a pressure sensor on the BOP or if the choke or kill line has been filled with light base fluid, the 
formation pressure can be readily determined even if it is less than that of the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling 
mud. The assumption in this example is that the kill line has been filled with base oil that is much lighter than 
required to balance formation pressure.

2) Considering factors such as mud type (water-based or oil-based), wellbore geometry, etc., prepare
the new annular fluid that will be needed, adjusting both density and viscosity, if required. Make sure
enough mud is prepared to allow additional periodic bullheading. Monitor the well pressure below the
BOP.

3) While preparing mud, care should be taken to prevent free gas from reaching the BOP.

4) Bullhead the well below the BOP to the new mud weight (if required), displacing all the previous annular
mud into the loss zone. Confirm that the pressures are as expected; if they are not, follow the matrix in
Table 4.

5) Displace the riser with the new mud using the riser boost pump.

6) The drill string can be displaced to seawater while the riser is being displaced with the new annular mud.

NOTE If oil-based mud has been used and remains in the drill pipe, as the seawater displaces it, an interface forms 
that results in high pump pressures. In this case, it can be necessary to reduce the pump rate. Once the interface 
clears the bit, drill pipe pressure should decrease.

7) Once the entire wellbore has been displaced to the new annular mud, drilling can resume while pumping
seawater down the drill pipe and monitoring the annular pressure.

Table 4—Injectivity Test Decision Matrix

Casing Pressure while 
Pumpinga Casing Pressure after Pump Stopped Action Indicated

Continues to build until last 
formation test is reached.

Cure losses with LCM.

Builds to above allowable 
maximum working pressure 
of RCD or riser, but below last 
formation test and stabilizes.

Slowly bleeds down to hydrostatic (plus 
injectivity pressure).

Increase annular mud weight enough 
to reduce the surface annular pressure 
with the pumps running below maximum 
allowable working pressure for RCD or 
riser and switch to PMCD.

Builds to below maximum 
working pressure and stabilizes.

Slowly bleeds down to hydrostatic (plus 
injectivity pressure).

PMCD can proceed using the same mud 
weight that is already in the hole.

Builds to a pressure that is less 
than the desired surface annular 
pressure while using PMCD 
(150–200 psi) and stabilizes.

Falls off and stabilizes quickly. Reduce annular mud weight enough so 
that there will be the desired annular 
pressure at the surface with the pumps 
off and the surface annular pressure with 
the pumps on will still be less than the 
maximum allowable working pressure. 
Switch to PMCD.

a Calculated based on measured pressure at BOP plus a column of the same mud to surface.

10.5.2.1.3 Transition to PMCD from SBP

When SBP operations are in progress, the hydrostatic pressure of the mud is typically less than formation 
pressure, so when the loss rate exceeds the pre-determined maximum, shutting the pump down and closing 
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the well in should stop the losses, which can result in some surface annular pressure. The injectivity test is then 
conducted as previously described and, if PMCD is indicated, it may be initiated with the mud already in the hole.

10.5.2.2 Transition from PMCD to Conventional or SBP Drilling

When PMCD operations are being conducted, it is possible to calculate, from annular mud weights and surface 
drill pipe and casing pressures, when changes in downhole conditions make it possible to transition back to 
either conventional or managed pressure drilling with no losses. The logistics of doing this (fluid types, volumes, 
contamination, gas-in-solution) should be evaluated prior to making the decision to abandon PMCD. Figure 10 
describes the process of transitioning from PMCD to conventional or SBP drilling.

If the calculated static downhole pressure is now above formation pressure but not high enough to allow for 
conventional drilling without losses, SBP should be considered as a way to drill ahead with returns but without 
losses or influx from the formation.

The following should be considered:

a) If the fractures taking all the sacrificial fluid, cuttings, and bullheaded annular fluid begin to plug by drill 
cuttings and other solids, a gradual increase in both annular and drill pipe pressures will occur.

b) A rise in both pressures by the same amount is probably due to increasing friction injecting into the fracture.

c) A rise in drill pipe pressure only is due to drill string blockage.

d) A rise in annular pressure only is probably due to migration of formation fluid.

e) How much the pressures increase determines the path forward. A convenient way to present the options 
is with a decision tree, an example of which is shown in Figure 10. A similar project-specific tool should be 
developed.
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Figure 10—Transition from PMCD to Conventional or SBP Drilling

10.5.2.2.1 Transition from PMCD to Conventional Drilling

If the calculated static downhole pressure stabilizes at a level that is equal to or higher than the pressure the 
wellbore will be exposed to with balance weight mud plus ECD plus a normal safety margin (e.g. 0.2 ppg), 
conventional drilling can be resumed without losses. In this case, the objective is to maintain BHP above formation 
pressure while displacing the hole with kill weight mud. An example procedure is as follows.

1) Close the well in at the BOP and line up to take returns up the choke line.

2) Prepare a sufficient volume of kill weight mud.

3) Prepare a drill pipe pressure schedule for displacing the drill pipe with kill weight mud.

4) Hold the casing pressure constant while bringing the pump up to the desired speed.

5) Use the choke to control drill pipe pressure and follow the prepared pressure schedule for displacing the drill 
pipe.

6) Once the drill pipe is displaced, hold drill pipe pressure constant until the wellbore below the BOP and choke 
line are completely displaced and kill weight mud is being returned to the surface.

7) Confirm that the well is stable, i.e. no gains or losses.

8) Displace the riser with kill weight mud using the boost line.
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9) Confirm a stable wellbore.

10) Open the BOP and resume conventional drilling

10.5.2.3 Injection Manifold Operation

A dedicated injection manifold is not required for PMCD operations. If there are mud return lines below the RCD, 
those can be used for bullheading when there is drill pipe in the hole and the choke line can be used when the 
blind rams are closed. Procedures should be prepared that detail exactly how both annular and sacrificial fluids 
will be directed from their source all the way to their final destination. Laminated drawings, posted on the rig floor 
and other convenient locations, of the various valves and piping labeled and color-coded for each of the various 
operations described in the procedures can be extremely helpful.

10.5.2.4 Annular Injection Rates and Volumes

Annular injection rates and volumes required to overcome formation fluid migration rates depend on factors 
such as borehole geometry (e.g. larger holes and inclined wells require higher annular pump rates) and fluid 
composition (e.g. gas and oil migrate very slowly in oil-based fluid, slowly in thick, water-based fluid, more 
quickly in thinner water-based fluid, and most quickly in water. Water migrates in oil-based fluid, with migration 
rates slowing as the water mixes with the oil-based fluid and thickens it). The sooner migration is detected 
after bullheading, the less dispersed the influx is, requiring less volume to displace it completely. Modeling and 
experience can provide starting points, and some experimentation, once the operation begins, allows fine tuning 
of the rates and volumes required.

Using the increase in annular pressure to calculate the amount of influx that has migrated, and assuming that 
to be the volume required to displace the migrating formation fluid, is not accurate since the fluid does not 
migrate as a slug or bubble, but rather disperses as it moves. While use of this method to calculate the volume 
of the formation fluid is correct, the height it has reached, and therefore, the volume that needs to be pumped to 
bullhead it away, is not correct when calculated this way. Procedures should be developed that describe which 
pumps will be used to pump sacrificial fluid down the string and which will be used to pump annular fluid, as well 
as the beginning rates for each. Laminated, color-coded, labeled drawings can be very useful in communicating 
exactly what is desired. See Figure 11 for an example plot of surface casing pressure response to periodic 
injection of LAM into the annulus below the RCD with no injection resistance during a PMCD operation.

Figure 11—Surface Casing Pressure during PMCD
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10.5.2.5 RCD Seal Element Running and Replacement

Detailed procedures for installing, removing, and changing the RCD seal elements under pressure should be 
prepared. These procedures should include what will be used to seal the wellbore and isolate the RCD while 
the element is being changed and what procedures may be required for stripping through that equipment under 
pressure. The procedures should also include how the well will be monitored during changeout. Examples of the 
equipment that may be used for this are a riser top annular (also called a drill string isolation tool [DSIT]) or one 
of the BOP annular preventers, such as the LMRP annular. Some of the types of things to consider are reducing 
closing pressure while stripping, hydraulic surges as the tool joint passes through the element, etc. Some of 
these functions may be automated or manually controlled, but however they are to be handled, they should be 
clearly explained in the procedure. All these operations should be practiced before beginning live operations, 
preferably before drilling out the casing shoe until the rig crews are completely familiar with their execution.

10.5.2.6 Drilling

Operational differences with PMCD should be clearly identified and discussed. The procedure for drilling ahead 
should detail the operational trends to be monitored, and recorded on a continuous basis. These parameters 
include the following.

a) Sacrificial fluid source and routing, planned injection rate, and how to determine when and how to adjust that 
injection rate should be clearly explained in the drilling procedure.

b) Closely monitoring and tracking changes in torque and drag can help reveal whether or not the hole is being 
adequately cleaned. If increases in torque and/or drag indicate a build-up of cuttings in the hole, steps such 
as increasing sacrificial fluid injection rate, hi-vis and/or weighted sweeps down drill pipe, or a wiper trip may 
be taken to improve hole cleaning and restore the previous torque and drag.

c) Determining how much and how often to bullhead down the annulus should be planned ahead of time, and 
a clear procedure for making those determinations prepared.

d) Drill pipe and casing pressure considerations, such as the following.

— Does the casing pressure increase when the pumps are running versus being shut down for connections 
and, if so, by how much?

— Does the casing pressure remain constant while drilling at a constant pump speed?

— Does the casing pressure return to its previous value when the pumps are stopped to make a connection 
and, if so, how long does that take?

— Does the drill pipe pressure remain constant at a constant pump speed? If it varies, does it vary the same 
way and to the same extent as the casing pressure?

A simple tool such as a cause-and-effect matrix (as shown in Table 5 as an example) and/or an operations matrix 
(as shown in Table 6 as an example) should be readily available to the driller.
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Table 5—Cause and Effect Matrix

Surface Annular 
Pressure

Drill Pipe 
Pressure Probable Cause Action

Decreases Decreases Increased loss rate into formation 
due to formation cleaning up 
or lower bottom-hole pressure 
formation encountered.

Continue drilling ahead if other factors 
are not a problem.

Increases Stays the same Gas bubble migrating in annulus. Continue drilling ahead if other factors 
are not a problem. Pump LAM down the 
annulus until previous annular pressure 
is restored.

Increases Increases Formation plugging can also 
be caused by encountering a 
new, prolific, higher-pressured 
formation.

Switch to conventional circulation if the 
well regains sufficient integrity to hold 
kill mud. (see “Return to Circulation 
Procedure”)

Stays the same Decreases Drill string washout Stop drilling. 
Drop pump down float (detailed 
procedure required). 
Displace DP with LAM or kill mud. 
Pull out of hole (POOH) and find 
washout.

Stays the same Increases Drill string plugging Continue drilling as long as DPP does 
not exceed acceptable limits, while 
attempting to clear blockage.

10.5.2.7 Finger Printing and Warning Signs

By carefully noting how often it is necessary to bullhead additional mud down the annulus and how much mud is 
required to restore desired conditions, it can be possible to detect changes in downhole conditions. For example, 
if bullheading down the annulus is required less often and/or the volumes required decrease as operations 
continue, it can be an indication that the formation is beginning to plug. If the pressure required to bullhead, the 
frequency required, and/or the volume required suddenly changes, especially if they decrease, it can indicate a 
change in formation properties—either conductivity, pressure, or both.
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 Casing Pressure (SBP)
Gas Migration 

Pressure
< Operational 

Limit
> Operational 

Limit ≥	High	Limit

Gas-free 
Pressure (GFP) 

(after Flush 
Cycle)

GFP < Limit GFP > Limit

Drilling Continue drilling. Continue 
drilling.

Initiate annular 
injection; 
continue drilling.

Stop drilling. Pick up 
off bottom.

Stop drilling. Pick up 
off bottom. Stop 
rotation. Shut BOP 
and MPD annular. 
Evaluate for 
possible causes.

Annulus None None
Pump LAM to 
flush gas back to 
fracture.

Continue to pump 
LAM to flush gas 
back to fracture. 
Weight up LAM.

Stop pumping. Refer 
to PMCD evaluation 
procedures.

Drill string
Continue 
pumping SAC 
down drill string.

Continue 
pumping 
SAC down 
drill string.

Continue 
pumping SAC 
down drill string.

Continue pumping 
SAC down drill 
string.

Continue pumping 
SAC down drill string 
as long as there is no 
pressure response 
on annular pressure.

10.5.2.8 Connections

Connections are similar to conventional drilling. Shut down the sacrificial pump, bleed off the standpipe pressure, 
and check for backflow to ensure NRVs are holding. Make the connection and resume drilling. The procedure 
should clearly state the following.

a) what parameters should be monitored and recorded with pumps on and pumps off (torque, drag, pressures)
at both the beginning and end of the connection and what to do if they change (e.g. pump sweeps etc.);

b) valve position diagram and/or connection procedure detailing what valves need to be closed and opened in
what order;

c) how to release the pressure and where the fluid released when the standpipe pressure is bled off will go;

d) how to confirm that the floats are holding and what to do if they are not;

e) where large fluctuations in pressure due to heave are expected, plans should be made to address the
situation.

10.5.2.9 Tripping

10.5.2.9.1 General

When tripping out, annular mud is pumped down the annulus to replace the pipe as it is pulled, thus keeping the 
hole full and maintaining the status of the well. Since the annulus is under pressure, this is a stripping operation 
and a typical trip tank cannot be used. Instead, the rig pumps are used. The procedure for tripping should clearly 
explain how downhole conditions are to be monitored and maintained. A few examples of the issues that should 
be included in the procedure are as follows.

a) Review and risk assess means of maintaining wellbore pressures during trips (e.g. top kill, gunk/chemical
plugs, circulation during pull out of hole (POOH), downhole or mudline isolation equipment closure prior to
removal of RCD stripper rubber, closure of BOP blind rams once bit above BOP).
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b) Drill string non-return valves, internal BOPs, etc. ref. well control contingencies.

c) Any plans ref. circulating subs, dropping activation balls, etc.

d) Which pump is to be used to pump annular mud?

e) At what point on each stand is the pump to be started and stopped (e.g. just before picking up off the slips 
and just after landing on the slips after pulling a stand)?

f) How fast should the pump be run and how fast should the pipe be pulled so that the rate at which pipe is 
removed is matched or slightly exceeded by the rate at which mud is pumped?

g) How will the volume pumped be determined and confirmed (e.g. counting pump strokes and confirming from 
change in total pit volume)?

h) What changes in annular pressures will indicate formation fluid migration? How can this be corrected (e.g. 
stopping the trip and bullheading, pumping extra fluid on each stand, etc.)?

i) Where large fluctuations in pressure due to heave are expected, plans need to be made to address the 
situation.

Tripping can be conducted several ways. The objective is to maintain control of the well by being able to always 
determine what is going on downhole and reacting accordingly. A few examples of ways to accomplish this are:

10.5.2.9.2 Tripping above Blind Rams with Pressure Below

10.5.2.9.2.1 An example procedure can be as follows.

1) Strip above BOP.

2) Close blinds.

3) Bleed pressure off riser above blinds.

4) Confirm blinds are holding.

5) Remove RCD sealing element and POOH using trip tank to detect blind ram leaks and keep riser full.

Monitor pressure below blinds to detect migration of formation fluid and bullhead below BOP as necessary.

10.5.2.9.2.2 This method maintains the same conditions below the BOP as were present while drilling, so the 
same bullhead schedule can be maintained. The pressure differential across the closed blind rams will be the 
same as the differential pressure that was present across the RCD while drilling. To address the possibility of 
dropping some portion of the drill string and damaging the blind rams, the BOP stack may be configured to 
include an extra set of blind rams so that if such an event were to occur, a redundant set would be present and 
undamaged.

10.5.2.9.2.3 When evaluating the risk(s), some of the things that should be kept in mind are:

a) the pressure is quite low,

b) the well is constantly monitored for any leaks or failures,

c) redundant BOP elements are present, and

d) everything is in place to bullhead kill mud and quickly put the well on a vacuum should the need arise.
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10.5.2.9.2.4 An example procedure can be as follows:

1) Strip above the BOP, keeping the hole filled by bullheading the wet pipe volume plus some safety factor (e.g. 
10 % to 25 %) down the annulus as the pipe is withdrawn.

2) Monitor the pressures to make sure no formation fluid migration is taking place.

3) If evidence of formation fluid migration is detected, pump additional fluid to displace it back into the formation.

4) Close the blind rams.

5) Bleed the pressure off the riser above the blinds.

6) Confirm the blinds are holding.

7) Remove the RCD sealing element.

8) Finish POOH using the trip tank.

9) Monitor pressure below the blinds and bullhead below the BOP as necessary.

10) Trip the string into a position above the BOPs.

11) Install the RCD seal element.

12) Pressure up the riser with the boost pump until the riser pressure above the BOP equals the pressure below 
the BOP.

13) Open the appropriate valves to equalize across the blind ram.

14) Open the BOP and strip in the hole through the RCD while monitoring annular pressure while running in. The 
volume of the drill pipe will be displaced into the formation as the string is run in, so additional bullheading 
should not be necessary. However, be prepared to react to increases in pressure.

10.5.2.9.3 Tripping above Blind Rams with No Pressure Below

10.5.2.9.3.1 An example procedure can be as follows.

1) Strip above BOPs.

2) Close blinds.

3) Displace the riser with mud of sufficient density to balance the pressure above and below the blind rams 
when they are closed.

4) Bleed any pressure off the riser above the blinds, confirm the blinds are holding, and remove the RCD 
sealing element.

5) POOH using a trip tank to detect blind ram leaks and keep the riser full, monitor pressure below the blinds 
to detect migration of formation fluid, and bullhead below BOP as necessary.

This procedure is sometimes used to raise the hydrostatic pressure of the mud above the BOP until it is sufficient 
to balance the pressure below the BOP. If this option is selected, several things should be considered and be 
clearly identified in the procedure, such as the following.

— What schedule will be followed to monitor or bullhead below the BOP?
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— Will the mud weight used to displace the riser be sufficient only to balance the hydrostatic underbalance 
present with the current annular mud, or should it be heavy enough to balance a situation where gas has 
migrated to immediately below the BOP? Consider whether the latter will result in differential pressure across 
the BOPs from above, and how much pressure the blind rams will hold from above. Is it even possible to 
place a heavy enough mud in the riser to balance the situation where gas has migrated from the bottom to 
immediately below the BOP?

10.5.2.9.3.2 A general procedure can be as follows.

1) Strip above the BOP, keeping the hole filled by bullheading the wet pipe volume plus a recommended safety 
factor of 10 % to 25 % down the annulus as the pipe is withdrawn.

2) Close the BOP.

3) Displace the riser with the desired mud weight.

4) Remove the RCD sealing element.

5) Finish POOH using the trip tank.

6) Monitor pressure below the blinds and bullhead below the BOP as necessary.

7) Trip the string into a position above the BOPs.

8) Install the RCD seal element.

9) Displace the riser to previous mud weight.

10) Pressure up the riser with the boost pump until the riser pressure above the BOP equals the pressure below 
the BOP.

11) Open the appropriate valves to equalize across the blind ram.

12) Open the BOP and strip in the hole through the RCD while monitoring annular pressure while running in. The 
volume of the drill pipe will be displaced into the formation as the string is run in, so additional bullheading 
should not be necessary. However, be prepared to react to increases in pressure.

10.5.2.9.4 Tripping above Deep-set Barrier (Gelled Fluid or Plug)

When deploying completions on wells where the lower completion is longer than the riser, it may be desirable to 
trip above a deep-set barrier (gelled fluid or plug). Strip into the casing, spot a plug, and displace the well above 
the plug with mud of a density sufficient to balance the pressure below the plug. If this method is selected, many 
things need to be considered. A few examples are provided in the following.

a) How big a plug will be placed? Since it will not be possible to monitor well conditions below the plug and 
there will be no way to bullhead or otherwise control gas migration below the plug, it will have to be large 
enough and strong enough to remain in place and contain pressures as a result of fluid swapping in the 
wellbore below the plug.

b) What will be the composition of the plug, and how will the plug be placed?

— When using water-based mud, a conventional bentonite-oil-cement plug can be used. Pilot testing should 
be conducted to determine downhole mixing ratio for optimum properties, setting time, compressive 
strength, etc.

— When using oil-based mud, several items, such as water spacers or organophilic clays, can be used to 
help achieve the desired results.
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c) Will the mud weight used to displace the well above the plug be sufficient only to balance the hydrostatic 
underbalance present with the current annular mud, or will it be heavy enough to balance a situation where 
gas has migrated to a position beneath the plug?

d) For logging and casing operations, how will the plug be removed?

e) When using gunk, great care should be taken to avoid problems such as plugged drill string, plugged 
surface equipment, and stuck pipe. Very detailed and specific procedures should be prepared and practiced 
thoroughly before attempting to secure a well in this manner for tripping, including contingency planning for 
when such events or failures occur.

f) The plug should be pressure tested before displacing to heavier fluid.

g) Verify how a gunk plug failure will be detected:

— level detection of the static column of fluid above the plug;

— pressure monitoring of the riser and at the surface;

— detection of losses.

h) Establish what the risk(s) of failure are, and how these will be mitigated.

10.5.2.9.5 Tripping with a Slightly Overbalanced Well

10.5.2.9.5.1 General

Tripping with a slightly overbalanced well can be done when other methods are not available due to restrictions, 
such as water depth shorter than BHA or lack of stripper rubber. Added attention is required due to the increased 
risk level because the wellbore is not mechanically isolated. As previously discussed, while drilling with PMCD, 
the formation at the top of the loss zone is exactly balanced by the combination of hydrostatic pressure of the 
annular mud and surface annular pressure. The surface pressure required to accomplish this may vary when 
the pumps down the drill string are on or off. Since while tripping, no pumping down the drill string is being 
conducted, it is possible to exactly balance the pressure at the top of the loss zone with hydrostatic pressure 
only by using a combination of annular fluid densities. It may not be possible to do so with a single fluid density 
since changing the mud density of the entire system can result in a change in hydrostatic pressure sufficient to 
cause total losses with no fluid at the surface, or alternatively in allowing an influx from the formation. To trip with 
a balanced well, the following is an example of one procedure, but the individual user should decide how best to 
address their individual situation after a thorough evaluation of it.

10.5.2.9.5.2 Example Procedure

This procedure can be implemented either when starting off bottom or at any point in the trip out, e.g. when 
reaching the last casing shoe, the BOP, or pipe light depth. If the decision is made to wait to implement this 
procedure until a depth other than bottom, the procedure described in 10.5.2.9.2 can be used until the desired 
depth is reached.

1) Using the static shut in annular pressure, calculate the required density and volume of a pill that will exactly 
balance the well with zero annular pressure. Typically, a pill ±500 ft to 1000 ft (152 m to 305 m) high is a good 
starting place.

2) Prepare enough of this heavy mud to balance the well under current conditions and also to replace the pipe 
to be removed from the well.

3) Prepare a volume of mud required to replace the pipe to be removed from the well that is exactly the density 
required to balance the well with a full column of that mud.
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4) Prepare a similar volume of mud that is ≤ 2 ppg lighter than what is required to balance the well.

5) Bullhead the volume of heavy mud required to exactly balance the annular pressure down the top of the 
riser.

6) Observe the surface annular pressure. If it does not fall all the way to zero, bullhead small volumes (5 bbl 
to10 bbl) of additional heavy mud down the annulus until the pressure falls all the way to zero. Check for flow 
or if the well is on a vacuum. If the well flows, pump additional heavy mud. If the well is on a vacuum, fill the 
hole with the lighter mud from Step 4. Repeat whichever is required until the well stands full and is on slight 
losses at a measurable and manageable loss rate. Record the volumes and densities of all mud pumped into 
the well.

7) Remove the RCD sealing element and POOH using the trip tank. Begin with the trip tank filled with the mud 
required to exactly balance the well. Carefully monitor the mud loss rate.

8) If the loss rate begins to drop and approaches a predetermined minimum, begin filling the trip tank with the 
heavier mud prepared in Step 2. Continue filling the hole with this heavier mud until the loss rate increases 
and approaches a predetermined maximum.

9) When the loss rate approaches a predetermined maximum, switch back to filling the trip tank (and hole) with 
the balance weight mud.

10) If the loss rate exceeds the predetermined maximum, begin filling the hole with the lighter mud prepared in 
Step 4.

11) If the losses ever stop or the well starts to flow, immediately close the MPD annular BOP and bullhead 
additional mud down the annulus until the desired loss rate range is again established.

12) Carefully track the position of all the various mud weights as the trip progresses. This allows recognition 
of when different mud weights reach changes in geometry (hole ID, changes in hole angle) that alter the 
hydrostatic effects of the mud. Doing so makes it possible to anticipate these changes and to adjust the mud 
used to fill the hole to compensate for them.

13) When tripping back in, displacement of mud from the annulus may or may not occur. If displacement occurs, 
carefully measure the return volume and make sure that it never exceeds the volume of pipe run into the 
hole. If that happens, immediately shut the MPD annular and bullhead sufficient additional mud down the 
riser to displace any influx back into the formation and reestablish the desired loss rate range.

14) When once again back to the depth where this procedure was initiated, analyze where all the different mud 
weights are in the hole. If they are all still in the riser, it can be advantageous to close the BOP and circulate 
the riser back to the annular mud weight that was previously in use before resuming drilling operations.

15) If the some of the other mud has reached a depth below the BOP, consider displacing the riser with the 
previous annular mud above a closed BOP and bullheading all the other mud back into the formation. It can 
be extremely complicated to track where various annular mud weights are as drilling progresses; additional 
mud is bullheaded down the riser to overcome gas migration and determine whether changes in surface 
pressure are caused by gas migration or changes in position of different mud weights. Whenever feasible, a 
single annular mud weight is recommended since that makes it much easier to determine what is going on 
downhole.

10.5.3 Logging

Logging can be done either while drilling (LWD) or using wireline. If wireline logs are required, well control 
is conducted the same as when drilling and tripping. Here are a few examples of the types of things that are 
different and should be considered.
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a) When considering the LWD logging BHA the risks involved should be evaluated (LCM plugging BHA, 
vibration, stuck pipe, etc.).

b) Wireline logging requires full pressure control; therefore, preplanning is required.

— What type of wellbore conditions exist (torque/drag monitoring)?

— Has LCM been pumped?

— Has gunk been pumped previously?

— Do risks exist for safely getting wireline logs in/out of the hole?

c) Tripping out should be done in such a way as to allow running wireline logs.

— The use of a gunk plug is not feasible since there will be no way to remove it with the logging tools.

— If the riser was displaced with heavy mud after closing the blind rams, how will it be displaced back to the 
same annular mud present in the well below the rams before opening them?

d) Will bullheading to prevent formation fluid migration during wireline operations be done at the surface or at 
the BOP? What lines, pumps, and fluid paths will be used?

10.5.4 Completing

10.5.4.1 Running Casing/Liner

10.5.4.1.1 How the casing/liner is run will depend on how the well was secured for the trip out of the hole.

10.5.4.1.2 If a gelled pill (e.g. gunk or gunk/cement) was installed prior to tripping out of the hole to control gas 
migration, the liner string should be equipped to drill/wash through the plug when the casing reaches it.

10.5.4.1.3 If the casing string length exceeds water depth, a stripper rubber may be installed in the RCD while 
running the casing through it. If this is necessary, the casing hanger can be deployed under pressure by stripping 
through the MPD annular or, if necessary, the LMRP annular, until the hanger is below the RCD. After that, the 
landing string and normal RCD sealing elements can be installed and the rest of the string run in, as on other 
trips.

10.5.4.2 Zonal Isolation

10.5.4.2.1 It may not be possible to get complete cement coverage over the entire interval drilled using PMCD 
methods. It should be possible, however, to isolate the top and bottom of the interval, which may be sufficient. 
For example, the most common application of PMCD is a single, continuous, fractured carbonate interval that 
is in hydraulic communication from top to bottom. Cementing the casing over the entire interval may not be 
necessary since it is already in hydraulic communication. If enough hole can be made below the bottom of the 
fractured interval to allow placement of the bottom of the casing below the fractures, cement can be pumped 
conventionally, providing isolation below the zone. Running a liner over the fractured interval allows setting a liner 
top packer, providing isolation above the zone. This is one example of how isolation can be achieved.

10.5.4.2.2 Multistage cementing techniques and external casing packers have also been used to provide zonal 
isolation.

10.5.4.2.3 Screens or perforated/slotted liners are often run to provide a conduit for later interventions. The 
hanger system can be equipped with an external packer and a preinstalled isolation device that secures the well 
and allows stinging in with the upper completion string at a later date.
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10.5.4.2.4 If the liner is longer than the riser, the well can be isolated with a deep-set plug (e.g. gunk or drillable 
bridge plug) and the perforated/slotted liner run with an inner-string and drill shoe.

10.5.5 Measurement

10.5.5.1 At the surface, the standpipe pressure and mud volumes are measured as usual. The annular pressure 
can be accurately monitored in at least two ways:

a) The surface annular pressure can be measured below the RCD. Since the pressures are relatively low, a 
larger-scale, higher-resolution gauge than normally used can be advantageous in reading small changes in 
pressure.

b) By filling either the choke or kill line with base oil or other clear fluid and closing the line in at the surface, 
the surface pressure displayed on that line reflects the difference between the pressure at the BOP and the 
hydrostatic pressure of the fluid in that line (corrected for temperature and pressure). This makes it possible 
to accurately monitor pressure below the BOP whether the BOP is open or closed. If mud is left in the line, 
the gel strength does not allow small changes in pressure to be reflected at the surface.

10.5.5.2 The following are some of the measurements that should be taken:

a) surface annular pressure with pumps off and at various pump speeds;

b) drill pipe pressure at various pump speeds;

c) kill line pressure (with kill line filled with base oil or clear fluid);

d) torque and drag;

e) pressure at the BOP stack;

f) PWD pressure at various pump speeds.

10.5.6	Formation	Fluid	Influx

10.5.6.1 General

Behavior and interaction with drilling fluid and LAM should be considered. How both the sacrificial and annular 
fluids will act in the presence of formation fluids should be considered, and can indicate the type of formation fluid 
present. Some examples of things to consider are as follows.

10.5.6.1.1 Gas

In the presence of oil- or synthetic-based mud, gas will go into solution at most bottom-hole conditions and, while 
in solution, will not migrate. It will migrate in water-based fluids, with the migration rate affected by variables such 
as density and viscosity of the annular fluid, borehole geometry (especially hole size and angle), etc.

10.5.6.1.2 Oil

Since oil is miscible in oil- and synthetic-based fluids, rather than migrating through higher-density annular 
fluids, lower-density formation oil will mix with the mud, thus slowing the further movement of formation fluids 
up the hole. The migration rate is a function of the relative densities of the oil and mud, compatibility of the two, 
rheological properties of each, and wellbore geometry. Oil can migrate through water-based fluids; although it is 
immiscible with the mud, the viscosity of the combination will increase, slowing further migration.
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10.5.6.1.3 Water

Water can migrate through water-based mud, reducing the density of the mud as it mixes on its way up the hole. 
Water can migrate through oil-based mud though it will rapidly thicken the mud slowing its upward progress. 
Viscosities and composition of the mud, whether water or oil based, will significantly affect the migration rate.

10.5.7 Coring

Coring operations require special consideration of how to handle the requirement for NRVs in the drill string. 
Many conventional coring assemblies require dropping a setting ball, so this should be addressed in planning the 
operation. The following are a few examples of ways this can be handled.

a) It may be possible to run flapper-type NRVs if the opening through the NRVs is large enough to allow the ball
to pass.

b) The setting ball can be run already on the seat below the NRVs. This approach can preclude washing to
bottom before beginning coring operations.

c) A rupture disk (or something similar) can be run in the string while tripping in the hole to prevent backflow
up the drill string. Upon reaching bottom, the disk is ruptured by standpipe pressure and pumping down the
conventional circulation flow path conducted as desired, but with the annulus shut in. When ready to begin
coring, the drill pipe is slugged to allow inserting the ball-and-pump-down-style NRV into the drill string, and
the ball is dropped followed by the NRV(s).

d) The methods of monitoring pressures used during drilling are used to determine and control what is going
on downhole.

e) Coring operations are then conducted.

10.5.8 Plug and Abandonment

As discussed previously in the casing and cementing section, it may not be possible to set a balanced plug within 
the fractured formation and get it to stay in place long enough to set, since crossflow within the zone will probably 
occur until the wellbore is filled with formation fluid across the fractured interval.

These instances can be addressed by placing a reactive pill in the fractured zone to develop a bottom and 
placing cement above, or a suitable balanced plug can be set above the top loss zone.

10.5.9 Sidetrack Considerations

It may also not be possible to set a kick-off cement plug within the fractured interval. If it is desirable to sidetrack 
in that interval and there is not enough angle for an open-hole sidetrack, it may be possible to set an open-hole 
whipstock that does not require cement. It should be possible to set a balanced kick-off cement plug above the 
top fracture, or it may be necessary to sidetrack near the bottom of the last casing string.

10.5.10 Well Testing Operations

10.5.10.1 Well testing operations are typically conducted using a packer set in the bottom of the last casing 
string run on a test (tubing) string. In that situation, the test string and packer can be run in the hole to the BOP 
stack, the RCD sealing element installed and the test string deployed just like the drill string on any other trip in 
the hole. The primary difference is that it will not be possible to run a conventional NRV. For testing, an NRV shall 
be run that can be retrieved on wireline or otherwise removed later to allow tripping into the hole safely. Once the 
test string is in place and the packer is set, the plug can be removed under pressure and the test conducted.

10.5.10.2 After completion of the test, the NRV can be run back in the hole on wireline or pumped down, 
seated, tested, and the hole below the packer bullheaded with mud displacing the formation fluid back into the 
formation.
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10.5.10.3   If the well is completely displaced to a clear fluid for the well test, the well should be isolated with a 
downhole isolation device, which can hold pressure from both sides, before the well test tubing is installed. This 
type of operation is not performed in PMCD mode and falls outside the scope of this document.

10.5.11 Gas Handling

When PMCD operations are conducted correctly, there is no circulation to surface and there should be no 
gas to surface. In case of equipment or other failure, it may be necessary to remove and handle an amount of 
gas. Contingency procedures should be in place to deal with gas in the wellbore that cannot be removed by 
bullheading.

10.5.12 Well Control

Conventional well control techniques involving circulation are not applicable to PMCD operations. The primary 
reason PMCD is implemented, especially when using a subsea BOP, is that it is not possible to circulate 
conventionally and reliably avoid bringing formation fluid to the surface. If PMCD is conducted correctly, no 
transition to well control should be called for. However, if, due to equipment malfunction or human error, gas is 
allowed to migrate too far up the hole (primarily a risk when using water-based mud), it becomes strung out and 
harder to displace by bullheading. This situation can be further complicated by a highly deviated wellbore (>30°) 
when using extremely high-viscosity annular fluid. If free gas reaches the (closed) BOP, it may not be feasible to 
bullhead it away. Plans should be made for what to do in such circumstances. Some examples of the types of 
things that should be considered are as follows.

a) It may be necessary to lubricate and bleed to remove the free gas immediately below the BOP.

b) Removing gas from the annulus in an inclined wellbore with high-viscosity, water-based annular fluid where
the gas has been allowed to migrate far up the hole can be challenging. One technique that has been
successful is to purge the annulus by pumping a large slug of water at a rate that exceeds the gas migration
rate, followed by fresh mud completely replacing the annular fluid.

c) If all bullheading (after the initial displacement) is done by pumping into the top of the riser, it will help make
sure that no formation fluid ever enters the riser. However, preparation should be made for securing the well
and clearing the riser should gas somehow enter the riser. This should include closing the BOP and isolating
the riser, de-gassing (clearing) the riser and circulating completely clean, and removing residual formation
fluid from the wellbore below the BOP

10.5.13 BOP Pressure Testing

BOP pressure testing can be challenging when conducting PMCD operations; to whatever extent it is possible 
to do so, operations should be planned to conduct BOP tests before or after PMCD operations. If that is not 
feasible, some things to consider when planning BOP testing during PMCD include the following.

a) Install a test ram such that testing can be conducted while isolated from the wellbore.

b) Test against a conventional test plug using the differential pressure across the BOP element (gauge pressure
minus wellbore pressure below) as the test pressure. This will reduce the maximum differential pressure that
can be tested to by the amount of wellbore pressure below the BOP.

c) Spot sufficient heavy mud below BOP to balance the well and allow testing normally. Whether or not this is
feasible will depend on how long the well will remain stable. How often has pumping down the annulus been
necessary?

d) Place a deep-set barrier (gelled fluid or plug) across the fractured zone to create a bottom and place kill
weight mud.
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e) Install a storm packer, or similar wellbore isolation device, below the mudline and test BOPs normally. 
Pressure can build below the packer during testing, so that situation should be addressed before removing 
the wellbore isolation device.

10.5.14 Contingency Procedures

A thorough HAZID exercise should be performed and all possible eventualities addressed in a HAZOP, such as 
the following:

a) emergency disconnect; for example, due to loss of station-keeping (e.g. mooring or DP system failure);

b) pump failure;

c) loss of ability to mix mud;

d) specific response to failure of each individual piece of surface equipment;

e) choke line plugs;

f) kill line plugs;

g) leak in drill string;

h) parted drill string;

i) stuck drill string;

j) encounter formation change with significantly different pressure and flow characteristics;

k) RCD failure.

l) inability to recover RCD seal assembly;

m) power failure;
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Annex A 
(informative) 

 
PMCD Illustrations

A.1	 Initial	PMCD	Annular	Profile

When fractures are first encountered, the annulus is displaced from the top with LAM at a rate sufficient to ensure 
all formation fluid is displaced into the formation at the injection point (first fracture), as shown in Figure A.1.

When pumps stop and the well is shut in, surface annular pressure is the difference between the hydrostatic 
pressure of the LAM and formation pressure.

Drilling continues pumping water down the drill string, with all fluid and cuttings going into the fracture.

Since the wellbore pressure exactly balances formation pressure at the fracture, no influx occurs.

Figure A.1—PMCD with LAM on the Annular and Seawater inside the String
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A.2	 	PMCD	Annular	Profile	Continuing	Drilling

As drilled depth increases and additional fractures are encountered, wellbore pressure increases with depth due 
to the density of the sacrificial fluid, drill cuttings, and the formation fluid mixture in the annulus below the top 
fracture, as shown in Figure A.2.

In a continuous reservoir containing any hydrocarbons, formation pressure increases with depth, but at a rate 
less than wellbore pressure increases with depth due to differences in fluid density.

Sacrificial fluid and cuttings follow the path of least resistance and enter whichever fracture(s) will most easily 
accept them.

Figure A.2—PMCD with LAM and Mixed Interface on the Annular
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A.3	 	PMCD	Annular	Profile	after	Migration	above	the	Fracture

Over time, the difference in density between LAM, and the combination of sacrificial and formation fluid, can 
result in some migration above the top fracture, as shown in Figure A.3.

This results in a decrease in hydrostatic pressure in the annulus above the top fracture, causing an increase in 
SICP.

To restore the previous SICP, additional LAM is injected down the annulus from the surface until the migrated 
fluid has been fully displaced back into the fracture.

Figure	A.3—PMCD	with	Combination	of	Sacrificial	and	Formation	Fluid	above	the	Fracture
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